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INTRODUCTION · 

With the advent of increasing reactor lifetimes,· the need for an ac-
. curate description of all fission product cross sections developed in 

an operating reactor is apparent. An exact analytical method is 
outlined by which the detailed time-dependent concentration of each 
fission product and other generated nuclides can be calculated. 
Radioactive decay and neutron absorption in the time-dependent 
reactor flux are explicitly included. In addition to U-235 several 
fissile nuclides may simultaneously provide a source to the frag
ment concentrations. The method is d~monstrated by calculating 
both the individual and total thermal and resonance cross sections 
per fission of 163 fission products from u.:..235, natural uranium, 
enriched uranium, and Pu-239 in a variety of irradiation flux his
tories and spectra. All known fission products of significance, 
i.e., those formed by direct· fission yields and their progeny 
formed by neutron absorption and radioactive decay, are included 
in the an·alysis. This is in contrast to treatments heretofore which 
have largely ignored coupling systematics. A comparison of the 
aggregate absorption cross sections, determined by both calcula
tion and experiment for a highly enriched sample, which has been 
irradiated in the MTR to 81 percent U-235 depletion, shows agree
ment within 2 percent thermally and 15 percent epithermally. 

TIME-DEPENDENT FISSION-PRODUCT THERMAL AND 
RESONANCE ABSORPTION CROSS SECTIONS 

· T. R~ England 

This report presents the results of a study of the time-dependent, macroscopic absorbing properties 

of the nuclides created by the fisSion process. With the advent of the design of second generation nuclear 

reactors, many with substantially increased lifetime objectives, the need for an accurate description of 

the time-dependent concentrations of the fission products becomes apparent. Several authors (Refer:-
. . 

ences 1 through 5) have recently studied the subject and presented 'comprehensive summaries of nuclide 
. . 

data along with various approximate treatments of fission product absorption or "poisoning" effects. 

Primarily, this study was motivated by a 'desire to obtain an adP-quate poison calculation for a seed

blanket reactor (PWR), which requires both an analysis of the progeny of U-235 fission (seed) and those 

of U-238, Pu-239, ·and Pu-241 (blanket). It was found that a treatment adequate for study of the natural 

uranium fuel in the blanket did not exist. Also and most important, simplifying assumptions were made 

by the various authors in all treatments of U-235 products, and the possible consequences of the·se for 

reactor· lifetime and reactivity r.nntro !·studies were unknown. The most outstanding ·of these simplifica

tions is the neglect of radioactive decay and its effect on the concentration of both the stable and radio

active, neutron-absorbing nuclei. Some authors negiP-cted the nuclides formed by neutron capture in the 

primary fission. products, and no treatment, heretofore, accounted for allcoupling systematics and the 

formation of. very high order products. Examination of the existing treatments indicated that substantial 

adjustments would be necessary to adapt their results to our depletion programs, and the validity of the 

approximate calculational schemes was unknown. 

Before outlining the content of this sluuy, an e·xaminntion of the physical Rituation will be helpful. 

The nuclides formed directly by the fission process appear in about 79 isobaric chains. Most of 

these nuclides are unstable, primari"ty with respect to ,a:dccay. Thus, in the absence of a neutron flux 

the behavior of the fission products w?uld be governeq solely by the transmutation of the .a=emitters 

which eventually decay to stable nuclides. Therefore, the products of flssion could be grouped i~to a set 

1 



of independent isobaric chains, each of which could be rather easily described since each radioactive 

isobar would possess a unique decay path' from orie unstable product to another, and the chain would 

finally terminate in a stable nucleus. Examination of the physical data of the radioactive direct products 

indicates that the 79 chains would each .contain thre.e ·(:/=coupled m.i.ciidcs on the average.\ 

In a reactor environment the situation becomes _vastly more complex. The stable and unstabie 

nuclides absorb neutrons, and this cross-links or couples the isobaric chains; the (n, i) reactions add a 

branch to each radioactive nuclide and couple stable nuclides. It is possible to generate nuclides not 

present in the absence of the neutron flux. The result is that potentially there are over 250 nuclides 
. . 

which may contribute to the macroscopic absorption cross section of the reactor. The actual number 

which need be included is dependent on the maximum flux-time ·of interest, because many of the nuclides 
. . 

do not directly produce or lead to a significant absorption cross section within existing or contemplated 

reactor lifetimes. The individual nuclide concentrations and, therefore, the total aggregate absorption 

cross section is a function of time through radioactive decay and of flux...:time and spectrum through 

neutron absorption and fission. For example, consider a particular fission product such as (36h)Rh-·105 

with its ;·~15, 000-ba.rn thermal cross sectio_n. Its cor:wentrat~on at any time d~pend!.l on thtl-tf.me integral 

of its fission source. and depletion rate arid on its formation rate from-other nuclide transmutations. How

ever, its depletion rate depends on the sum of its decay and neutron ab.•ll..-r:plio_•n rates, hence,· on the flux 

level and spectrum, and its formation rate depends on the flux level, which in turn depends on the degree 

of fuel depletion. The aggregate absorption cross section assumes all of these dependences. C.l€larly, 

because of radioactivt:l decay, the aggregate poison may be significantly dependent on the operating history 

of the reactor, and concomitantly, it may exhibit a significant transient behavi~r* follow'ing power varia

tions (in addition to the well known Xe-135 and Sm-149 transients). Whether or not the aggregate cross 
. ·. . . . . . 

section exhibits a significant history dependence or a net transient behavior, its individual nuclid_e con-

tributions and, hence, the aggregate val~e can only be accurately calculated b; ac~ounting. for all_ of the 

coupling syst~inatics. 

The previous discussion is sufficient to illustrate that if one attempts to de&cribe the fis~ion product 

group in its entirety by accounting for both radioactive decay and neutron absorption, one appears to face 

a forulidal.>le taRk. On 'the other hand because of the long irradiation time~;: :md closely designed reactiyity 

control involved with advanced reactor designs, the accumulation of the .fission product p0ison with irradi

ationtime and any transient behavior it exhibits are of increasing importance. It is difficult to estimate 

the effect of any simplifying calculational assumption because of the multiplici~y of factors which enter 

into the determination of the composition of the fission product group afte~· a consideuble i:lTadlation. 

time. Therefore, a complete treatment is highly desirable. 

Another major factor enters into any attempt to treat the' flssion products explicitly. This is the 

consideration of the state of knowledge of tlie absorption cross sections and fission yields of the products. 

This set of physical data is the mm:;t. important factor which guvt:lms the meanirigtulness of the result. · 

After examining the avaiiable physical data, it was concluded that a thorough'· analytical treatment of the 

fission product group was warranted. In addition there exists an experimental program within the PWR 

Project when the objective is to measure the fission product absorption of irradiated fuels. This pro

gram pr?vidcs a check ~n the reasonableness of the analytical re'sults. 

*"Transient behavior" is used here to refer to changes in poison following any change in power level; 
i.e., it does n'ot necessarily mean transito'ry changes. 
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Insofar as possible, the basic physical description of the fission products has been incorporated into 

Part I of this report, and Part II is devoted to the numerical results. MorE;) specifically, Part I contains: 

1. · The development of a very general analytical treatment,. applicable t.o all fuels, which includes 

radioactive decay and neutron capture, where the time-dependent fluxes and spectrum are 

assumed to be independently known 

. 2. A brief discussion of a FORTRAN program, CINDER (Reference 6) based on the analysis 

3. A coilection and summary of the physical data (cross sections, half-lives, yield fractions, and 

nuclide chains) necessary to describe the products resulting from fission of U-235, U-238, and 

Pu-239 

Part II uses the treatment and data of Part I: 

1, To determine, under a variety of reactor conditions, the characteristics and sensitivity of the 

time o~ depletion dependent aggregate absorption cross section. with respect to variations in 

flux level, spectrum, and flux-time histories 

2. To identify the important fission products and nuclide chains 

3. To investigate the effect of. making simplifying assumptions in the analytical treatment, using 

the exact treatment as a standard 

4. To compare calculations with experimental measurements of the gross fission product poison 

and, thereby, estimate the adequacy of the presently known physical data 

5. To estimate the net uncertainty associated with factors entering into the calculations 

The analytical method is exact in its treatment of all coupling systematics; therefore, it represents 

a considerable departure from previous methods. The treatment is quite general and flexible so that 

new physical data is readily incorporated. The fission products from the fuels which are both generated 

(e.g., Pu-239) and depleted (e.g., U-238), and the generated fuel poisons, such as Pu-240, can be cal-. 

culated. The description of this treatment is, therefore, the most important aspect of this .report. In 

a sense the calculations are secondary; it must be realized that any study of fission product absorption is 

necessarily of a continuing nature and will remain so for some time, because there are many products 

for which no cross-sectional information is yet available. However, an attempt was made to make the 

physical data used in this report as accurate and as complete as possible, and it is therefore worth noting 

at this point that a detailed comparison with recent experimental measurements indicates agreement within . . 

2 percent thermally and 15 percent epithermally, with the calculation on.the high side. This agreement 

on the aggregate cross section could be due to a fortuitous cancellation of. errors among the individual 

constituents, but it hopefully indicates that there are no remaining fission product poisons of significance, 

at least after the extensive irradiation times involved in the comparison. 

Some reports on fission products include the poison from isotopes formed by neutron capture in fuel, 

such as U-236; some exclude Xe-135 and, frequently, Sm-149. Therefore, ·it is appropriate to note here 

that the numerical results in this report are confined to the poison from fission products only. All known 

fission products are included in the reported results except the Xe-135 and Sm-149 nuclides generated by 

the fission yields to isobaric chains of mass 135 and 149. Depletion programs generally account explicitly 

for these two nuclides. Poison generated by capture in the fuel materials have been removed from all 

results reported herein. 
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PART I. ANALYTICAL TR.EATMENT AND ~UCLIDE DATA 

I. THEORY 

Since the neutron-to-proton ratio in fissile nuclides is larger than the ratio in stable nuclides with 

intermediate masses, the fission fragments are formed with ratios that·are too large for maximum 

stability. This remains true even after the emission of the prompt and delayed neutro~s. Co~sequf;!ntly, 
a description of the fission products must consider mostly {3:decay .and neutron absorption as coupling 

mechanisms. In a few cases y-decay from excited isomeric states must also be described• These reac

tions lead to some complicated branchings which are typified in the schematic i'epresentation of some 

specific nuclides in the chain. containing Xe-135: 

~ (n, y) 

Xe-134 Cs-134 ·~ ! (n, y) ! (n, y) 
{3-

tr . . ~Xc-135m _............,.......c!:!-135 ~ 

----+1-m,.('-1 y /~ ! (n,y) _ 

!(n,y) '-xe-135.....- J:J Cs-136 13- •Ba-136 ! (n, y) . t (n; y) . . t (n,:y) 

·(Chain l) 

Xe-136 

! (n, y) 

Half-lives, yield fractions, and cross sections are omitted for clarity. 

In principle it would be possible to solve the differential equations which describe all sur:h c~cmpl1ngs 

that actually exist among the fission products, but it appears that such·a specific and inflexible descrip

tion, even if feasible, could not be easily altered if later data indicated the need to add other branehei. . . 
A more basic approach, leadiil.g to a uniquP. Aet of coupled equationo which can be solved il!u~::vem.lently of 

. ' . . 
particular nuclide parameters and applied to all chains, is obtained by resolving each such chaii1 as (1) 

. . . . 
above into several sub-chains of nuclides, each nuclide heing r.cmpl.;>rl to a lilinglo paront, The exn.ct p:ro• 

cess is described in Appendix A. Such chains exhibit no branches and will be referred to as linear chains. 

For example, consider the branch following Xe-135: 

4 

rr Cs-134-. 

. J (n,y) 

Xe-135 L..r.A-1!15 _f1- · .. 

t (n, y) ! (n, y) .. 

Cs-136 /3- ~ Ba-:-136 

! (n, y) ! (n, y) 

(Chail1 2) 

.• 

~· 

.,., 
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This can be resolved into: ·. 
Cs-134~ 

! (n, y) 

s-·cs-135 . ....,........,. .. 

:i. ' . ! (n, y) .' . . ' :. ' 

Cs-136 ~Ba-13fi 

(Chain 2a) 

. ' ~ (n, y.) • · · · t (n, y) 

., .. 

and 
' .• i, i '·· 

Xe-135~Cs-135~ . -.. . ! (n, y) . ·: ~ (n;N) 

... Cs~136 _L__. Ba.,.136 : . 
(Chain 2b) 

i <~. 'Y> ,: .. , . ~ <n • .Y> 

The direct fission yields of the .nu~lides can .b_e arbitrarily divided· between the nuclides common to chains 

2a and 2b. The chains :ire independent in the ~ense that the c~ncentrations in each chain can be calculated 

without regard to the other chain. The total concentration of each nuclide is the sum of the partial con

centration from each chain. A complete resolution of chain (1), for the nuclides explicitly noted would 

require seven linear chains. In some of these the partial concentrations of certain nuclides would be 
.. , - , .. I 

duplicated, and therefore, the partial concentrations must be summed with care to include each concen-

tration only once. 

This linear chain resolution would be useless in the analysis of fission products if all nuclides were 

strongly coupled and each exhibited the general branching shown in Appendix A. However, this is not the 

case. The short-live? nuclides are, effectively, only (3=coupled, and the stable nuclides are coupled only 

by neutron absorption. Even those radioactive nuclides with significant absorption cross sections gen

erally possess only one dominant branch, and, oft~n, one of two equally active branches leads to a stable 

nuclide which has no significant absorption cross section; the branch need not be followed. Since the 

differential equations which describe the coupled nuclides are linear, a suffic~ent condition for such reso-
. . l . . . . . ~ . . 

lut.ions to be possible is that no nuclide concentration be dependent on the concentration of any of its 

progeny. This condition is satisfied by the fission products, since the only reactions of importance are 

(n, y), 13: decay; andy-decay from isomer"ic states. 

· · This treatn1ent by linear ·chains Involves no loss in generality but results in ·a considerable increase 

in flexibility. In terms of a few ~nergy group structu~e; the co~ce~tration of the ith nuclide in a chain is: 

<.letermined by the following' ·sequence of coupled equations:' 
•' .. 

dN. k k 

dt
1 = L Y·· s + y .. 1. ·N. 1'···- (A. +A.) N. k 1 J.- 1- l 1 1 

i = 1, 2, 3 ••• 

(1) 
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where y~ =yield fraction from fissile nuclide k 
1 

Sk =fission rate of the kth fissile nuclide 

\ = radioactive decay constant 

Ai = r g{ ~ </>j where ~ is the to~l (n, y) · abs~rption bross section of the i th nucli.de in energy 

group j. ~is a spectrum or shielding factor, and <Pj is the neutron flux in the jth energy 

group. 

yi-l = either \-l o.r Ai-l' depending on coupling from l?recursor i-1 

(Here, Ai-l is not necessarily the tota,l absorption rate, but it is only that portion of the 

(n, y) reaction rate leading to Ni; thus, in fissile nuclides Ai-l is. the capture rate.) 

This set of equations can equally well describe the fissile' nuclides and nuclides formed by neutron cap

ture in the fu.el chains (in whi~h case y;;O). or the fiaoion 'product ehaina. 

The g~neral solution of th~ set (1) for the nth nuclide, assuming a constant flux and an average fission 

rate during time ihcrement At, is shown in Appendix B to b~· 

Nn(t+At) ~ I v
1

' ~ Y~ Ym~f· n 
1 

'n k-1n - · · 
m=l . · ·' · · ·. ~:n . (A.£ + A2.>' 

n eXJ> [ .,. (ft.. +A.) At] 

n 
j=m (A.j + Aj) 7T 

i=m 
r!j 

+ N (t) m n . i'!n V•t + Al - i\j - Al) 

~j 

' • ' ·'' L 

.... , . 
. · .. , 

where Ym S ::0 ~ .Ym k Skis the. time averaged direct yleldraie to nuclid'e ~d~tl'~g.th~ inte~val At. 

summed over all fissile nuclides, k. 

(2) 

The physical significance of the various parts of this equation is discussed in Reference (6),. a 

companion report on a computer program. Since At c~ be made arbitrariJ.r small, the use of a con~tant 
' . . 

flux per time increment presents no practi~allimitation on the use. of Equ~tion (2). 

It is emphasized that this solution fits alllinelll;" ch!linS of any length; hence •. it admits of a very 

general digital program capable of handling any sequence of transmutations involving all forms of radio

active decay and neutron absorption. For th~s repor~ only fuel and fis'sion product cha,ins are of interest. 

Using the concentration from Equation (2), the macroscopic absorption cross section of nuclide n in 

energy group j is: 

~j = ~ a-1 N • n n n n (3) 

6 
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A more convenient quantity is the ratio of -r;~ to the total number· of fissions which have occurred. 

This quantity is appropriately referred to as barns/fission (b/f) :* · 

1\0 -r;j 
OJ =--....,......n __ 
n L lt 

k 0 

(4) 

The totaf barns/fission is then 

(5) 

Other quantities.are smnetimes quoted such as barns-per;,.initial-fuel-.atom or barns-per-fuel-atom

destroyed, .but barns/fissio~ is used e~lusively in this report. ~ is most convenient for use in the 

Bettis depletion programs (Reference 7). ** 

II •. DIGITAL. PROGRAM 

A fORTRAN program (Reference 6), hereafter referred to as CINDER, has. been built around 
I 

Equat!on (2), using one to four arbitrary energy groups. It will handle up to 300 nuclides grouped into 

linear chains as specified by the requestor. Up to 99 fission product chains and 40 fuel chains containing 

a maximum of 15 nuclid~s each are permitted. The direct fission yields for the nuclides in th~ fission 

product chains can be specified from up to 10 fissile nuclides appearing in·the. fuel chains. These limita-
. . . 

tions are arbitrary and readily changed •. The calculation i·s performed in a sequence of time increments

each of arbitrary length. At each of these increments, the power density (or, optionally, the thermal 

flux), the fast-to-thermal flux ratios, a thermal spectrum (or shielding) factor, and an epithermal 

shielding factor .(per nuclide) can be specified. CINDER is thus a general, "one-point" program which. 

evaluates the time-dependent 'concentrations of coupled nuclides following irradiation in a specified time

dependent flux, and it is therefore generally useful outside of fission product calculations;· The param-:: 

eters needed to calculate the concentr~tions (decay constants, cross sections, type of coupling, yields, 

etc.) must be specified by the requestor. A recommended set of data is offered in Table 1. 

. At the end of each timestep the program output provides the individual nuqlide concentrations, the 

barns/fission and macroscopic absorption cross sections in each energy group, .and other quantities of 

interest. A summation of the barns/fisRion and macroscopic cross sections over selected nuclides'in 

each energy group is also given. This makes it possible to selectively exclude nuclide poisons from the 

summation which would othe.rwise be counted more than once because of the linear chain resolutions, as 

well as any other special nuclide poiRons. such as xe..,135 and nuclide poisons in the fuel chains. 

The program incorporates a self-check against computer round-off errors, which also helps to reduce 

running time. For the 67 chains of 256 nuclides used in this analysis, the running time is ~o. 0012 min

utes per nuclide per timestep on the Philco.:.2000 computer (21-!"'-second memory). 

*Throughout this report, the circumflex (/\) will be used to distinguish the barns-per-fission cross 
sections from the nuclide microscopic cross seclions. · · 

. • 1\0 

**In the Bettis programs OJ is used for element 28 with all Ym,A = 1 and e28 = 0. 
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00 TAB:::...E 1. UNEAR CHAINS AND NUCLIDE PAR'\METE.RS 

%Yields 
Chain No. Nuclide COUQlingt t Half-Life A a22)0 . ~PJ U-235 U-238 Pu-239 

Zn-72 A 49h 
-6 

3, 929 X 10 . 0 0 1. 6 X 10 
-5 

1, 6 X 10 
-5 1.6x 10-5 

Ga-72 A 14.1h 1. 366 X 10 
-5 

0 0 0 0 0 

1 Ge-72 A co 0 0. 9.3 0.043 0 0 0 

Ge-73 A 14 0.61 
-4 -4 -4 

co 0 1.1 X 10 1,1 X 10 1. 1 X 10 

Ge-74 o· co 0 0.6~ 0.027 3 X 10-4 3 X 10-4 3 X 10-4 

(End of Chain) 

2 Ge-76 0 co 0 0.36 0.01€ 0.015 0.015 0.015 

3 As-75 0 0 4.3 0.19 8 X 10-4 -~'4-: 
8 X 10-4 

co 8 X 10 -

As-77 A ::8. 7h .4. 975 X 10 
-6 

0 0 0.0083 0.0038 0.01 

4 Se-77 A ()() 0 42 3.15' 0 <O> 0 

Se-78 0 000 0 0.4 . 0. 017 0.02 <0.02> 0.02 

Se-79 A 6 x :o4
y "1) 40 1.74 0 .. 056 <0.047> 0.04 

5 Se-80 0 0 0.61 o. '0:12 0.06 <0.065> 0.07 "" 
6 Br-81 0 :>0 ) 3. 3 6.74 0.14 <0.12> 0.1i 

Kr-82 A "' ·) 45 21.55 0.28 <0.22> 0.17 

7 Kr-83 A "' o) 205 24.11 0.544 . 0. 40 0.29 

Kr-84 0 ·00 0 0.15 0.325 1. 00 0.85 0.47 

Kr-85 A D. 6y 2. 074 X 10 
-9 

8.0 0.6!. 0.293 0.153 0.122 

8 Rb-85 A o() 0 0. 91. 0. 32 1. 007 0.525 0.418 

Sr-86 0 o() G 1..65 0.057 0 <0> 0 

Kr-85 A 1•). 6y 
. -9 

2. 074 X l-O 8.0 0.61 0.293* 0; 153* 0.122* 
9 Kr-86 0 0 0.06 0.084 2.02 1. 38 0.75 co 

Rb-87 A 5 X 1o
10

y ~o 0.12 0.1]2 2.49 <1. 7> 0.91 
10 Sr-88 0 (o 0. QQ.) 0.30 3.57 <2. 50> 1.4 <::> 



TABLE 1 (Cont) 

%Yields 
a2200 EPI 

Chain No. Nuclide CouQling .. Half.,- Life A a U-235 .U-238. Pu-239 

Sr-89 A 50.5d 
. -7 

1. 589 X 10 0.5 0.0183 4.79 2.9 1.7 
' 11 Y-89 A 00 0 1. 31 0.19 0 <o> 0 

Zr-90 0 00 0 0.10 0.0044 0 '<0> 0 

7. 844 X 10-lO 
·. 

Sr-90 A 28y 1.0 0.17 5.77 3.2 2.2 
12 Zr-90 0 0 0.10 0.0044 0 <0> 0 00 . 
13 

Y-91. A '58d . 1. 383 x:·lo-7· '1. 07 0.048 5.4 <4.0> 2.55 
" Zr-91 0 00 0 1. 58. 0 .. 99 0.44 <0.22> 0 

14 Zr-92. .0 00 . .. ·0 0.25 0.30 ,6. 03 <4 .. 56> 3.1 

15 Zr-'93' 0 
. 6 

1.1 x· 10 y ~o 1.1 3.08 6.'45 <5.18> -3.9 

16 Zr-94 0 00 0 0.08 ·o.-29 :6.40 <5.45> 4.5 

·zr-95 A 65d 
. -7 

1. 234 X 10 0 0 6.20 5.7 5.0 

Nb-95 A 35d 
-7 

2. 292 X 10 . 0 0 0.07 <0.035> 0 

17 Mo-95 A 0 13.9 11.61 'o <0> "'~· ·o «> ·<'. 

Mo-96 A 00 0 1.2 2.91 .0 <:0> 0 

Mo-"97 -A 00 0 . 2. 2 1. 76 6.09 <5.84> ·5. 6 

Mo-9s 0 00 0 · o:51 . 0. 61 5. 78 <5.84> 5.9 

18 Zr-96. 0 00 0 0.053 0.0044 6.33 <5. 72> 5.1 

Mo-99 A 66h 2. 917-X 10 
-6 

0 0 6.06 6.3 6.1 

Tc-99 A 
5 2.1 X 10 y ·. -:--0 22 · _2L6 0 -~0>. 0 

Ru-100 A 00 0 7.5 0.33 0 <0> - 0 

Ru-101 A _oo 0 5 8.47 5.0 <5. 45> 5.9 

19 Ru-102 A 00 0 i.44 1. 12 4.1 <5.0> 5.9 

Ru-103 A. 39.7d 2. 021 X 10 
-7 

0 0 3.0 6. 6 :5.6 

Rh-103 A 00 0 149 113.3 ·o <0> 0 

Pd-104 A 00 0 22.5 2.63 0 <0> 0 

Pd-105 0 00 0 1.0 7.81 0 <0> 0 



..... 
0 TABLE 1 (Cont)· 

%Yields 
Chain No. Nuclide Coupling Half-Life A a::200 aEPI U-235 U.,-238 Pu-239 

20 Mo-100 0 00 0 0. 5 0.695 6.30 ·<6.7> 7.1 

21 Ru-104 0 00 0 0.7 o.n 1.8 <3.85> 5.9 

Rh-105 A 36h 5. 3418 X 10 
-6 

15,01)0 ·653.10 '0.'9 <3.20> 5.5 

Pd-105 A 00. 0 10: 7 .• 81 0 <{)> 0 

22 Pd-106 A . oo· •0 6 1.32 0 <0> -o· 
Pd-107 A 

6 
7 X 10 y ""0 10 4.4 0· <::0> 0 

Pd-108 A 00 0 10.4 16,'98 0 <0> 0 

. Ag-109 0 00 0 87 .158.14 0 <0> 0 

Rh-105 A ·36h 
. -6 

5.348 X 10 15,0GO 653.10 0.'9* <3. 20>* 5.5* 

Pd-106 A 00 0 6 1.32 '0 0 0 
: 6 23 Pd-1,07 A 7 X 10 y ...... 0 10 4.-4 0 0 0 

Pd-1.08 A 00 0 10.4 16 •. '98 0 0 0 

Ag-109 0 00 o·· 8'7 158~14 0 0 () 

Ru- i06 A ;...ory 2.175 X 10-8 
9 1. 72 0.38 2.7 4. s· 

Pd:-107 A 
. 6 
7 x LO y -o 10 4,4· 0.19 <1.·9:> 3.6 

24 Pd-108 A 00 0 10.-4 16.98 0.09 <1.34> 2.6 ... 

Ag-109 0 •00 0 87' 158.14 0.03 o·. 32 i. 55 
" 

Ru-106 A 1:01y · 2.175 X 10-8 
9 1. 72 0. 38* 2;7* 4.5* 

Pd-106 A 000 ·0 6 .1. 32 0 <0> 0 

. 25 Pd-107 A 7 X ~06y ""'(). 10. 4.4 0 .. <0> .. () 

Pd-108 A :10 0 10.4 16'.98· ·o <0> 0 

Ag-109 o·· 0 87 
;. 

1:5iL'l4 0 <0> 0 XI 

.. 
26 Pd-110 0 XI 0 0.21 0.66£ 0.021 <0.28> 0.55 

•' 
> 

: {. .. :. ~ .. 
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TABLE 1 (Cont) 

% Yi~i!lds 
Chain No. Nuclide Cou~ling Half-Life A (T2200 ~PI U-235 U-238 Pu-239 

Ag-111 A 7.6d 1. 056 X 10 
-6 

0 0 0.019 0. 076 0 .. 20 

Cd-U1 A .00 0 85 5.46 o· <0> 0 

27 Cd-112 A 00 0 0.03 1. 52 0.01 0.046 0. 12 

Cd-113 A 00 0 20,000 71.'73 0.012 <0.041> 0.07 

Cd-114 0 00 0 1. 24 1.153 0. 011 <0.026> 0.04 

Cd-ll5m A 43d 1. 866 X 10 
-7 

0 0 0.0007 0.003 0.003 

28 In-115 A 6 X 10
14

y ~o 207 359 0 <0> 0 

Sn-116 0 00 0 0. 006 1. 496 0 <0> 0 

Cd-115 A 53h 3. 633 X 10 
-6 

0 0 0.00922 0.034 0.030 

29 ln-115 A 6 X 10
14

y ~o 207 359 0 . <O> 0 

Sn-116 0 00 ~o 0.006 1. 496 0 <0> 0 

Cd-115 ::\ 53h 3. 633 X 10 
-6 

0 0 0.00048 0.002 0.002 

30 Sn-115 A 00 0 60 2.82 0 <0> 0 

Sn-l!L6 0 00 0 0.006 1. 496 0 <O> 0 

Cd-:1!16' A 00 0 1.5 0.13 0. 011· <0'. 023> 0.035 

31 Sn-117 A 00 0 2.7 1. 768 0. 011 <o. 023> 0. 035 

Sn-118 A 00 0 0.01 0. 479 0.01 <0.023> 0. 035 

Sn-119 .o 00 0 :;!.5 0:..!725 0. 011 <o. 023> 0.035 

32 Sn-120 0 00 0 0.141. 0.089 0. 011 <0. 023> 0. 035 

Sn-121 A 27.5h 7. 002 X 10 
-6 

0 0 0.015 '<0. 025> 0. 035 

Sb-~21 A 00 0 5.9 22.27 0 <0> 0 

33 Sb-1"22 A.·, 2.8d 2. 865 x·1o- 6 
0 0 0 <0> 0 

\ 

Te-!1.22 0. 00 0 2.8 6.17 0 <0> 0 

34 Sn-:..22 0 00 0 0.161 0.007 0.013 <0. 024> 0.035 

~ 
~ , 



·I-' TABLE 1 (Cont) 
1.\:) 

%Yields 
a2ZOO EPI 

Chain No. Kuclide CouEling: Half-Life ). a U-235 U-238 Pu-239 

sn:...123 A. 136d 
. -8 

· 5. 899 X 10 0 0 0. 0013 <0. 021> 0.04 

Sb-123 A 00 0 4.1 17.77 0 <0> 0 

35 Sb-124 A. 60d 1. 337 X 10 
-7 

0 0 0 <0> 0 

Te-124 o. ~ 0 . 6. 8 0.527 0.017 <0. 028> 0.04 

Sn-125 .A_ 3.6d 8. 35'f X 10 
-7 

0 0 0.013 <0. 032> 0.05 

36 Sb-::1.25 A. .~·.oy 1. 098 X. 10 
-8 

1.56 0.068 0.008 <0. 0'19> 0. 03 

Te-125 0 00 0 1.56 2.60 0 <0> 0 

37 Te-126 0 00 0 0.8 1. 02 0.10 <0. 14> 0.18 

Sb-127 A. 91h 2. 11f. X 10 
-6 

0 0 0.028 0.026 0.045 

38 Te-127m A. 1C•5d 7. 64] X 10 -8 
0 0 0.007 <0> 0 

I-127 0 00 0 7 17.87 0.113 <0. 14> 0.167 

Sb-127 nh 
-6 

0.102 0.094 0.158 
39 

;\ 2.116 X 10 0 0 

I-127 0 "" 0 7 11.87 0 <0> 0 

40 Te-128 0 "" 0 0.3 1.13 0.37 <0.56> 0.74 

Te-129in 37d 
-7 

0.35 <0.45> 0.544 A. 2. 168 X 10 0 0 
7 

.':• 

41 I-129 A 1. 7 ;;: 10 y ~;) 32 4.26 0.45 <0.653> 0.856 

I-130 A. B.6h ~ 
. -5 

1. 528 X 10 18 -0.78. 0 <o> oJ 

Xe-130 0 0() 0 2.5 .0.11 0 <0> 0 

42 ·Te-130 0 co 0 0.5 0.022 2.0 <2.25> 2.5 

Te-131m A. 30h 
. -6 

6. 418 X 10 · 0 0 0.44 0.45 0.54 

43 I-131 · A. 8. 05d-
. -7 

9. 966 X: 10 50 2.18 2 .. 66 . .2. 75 3.2(? 

Xe-131 'A co G 120 -.87. 98 0 <Q> 0 

Xe-132 0 co 0 0.2 0.95 0 ~0> 0 ::·. 

... "-r . 



""· 
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TABLE 1 (Cont) 

%Yields 
Chain No. Nuclide Cou12ling Half-Life A CT2200 ~PI U-235 U-238 Pu-239 

Te-,132 A 77h 
-6 

0 0 4.7 4.7 . 5. 3 44 2, 50 X 10 
-

Xe-132 0 co 0 0.2 0.95 0 <0> o: 
1-133 71: 20;8h 9. 257 X 10 

-6 
0 0 6.9 5~ 5 6. 9 

45 Xe-133· · A 5.27d 1. 522 X 10 
-6 

190 8.27 0 <0> 0 

Xe-134 A co 0 0. 2. ().3 8.06 6.6 7·.'5 

Xe-135 0 9.2h 
-5 

2-.093 X 10 . 2. 72 X 10 
6 

500 0 0 0 

1-1~3 2().8h 
-6 

6.9* 5.5* 6.9* A. 9. 257 X 10 0 0 

Xe-133 5.27d 
. . . -6 

190 8.27 0* <0>* 0* A. 1. 522 X 10 

46 Cs-133 A co 0 29 .46. 21. -0 <0> .· 0 

Cs-1.34 A 2.3y 
. . :_9 

9. 556 X 10 134 6.10. 0 <0> 0 

Ba-134 0 co 0 2 0.087 0 <0> 0 

1-13:3 A 20.8h 9. 257 X 10 -6 
.Q 0 6.9* 5:5* 6.9* 

Xe-!1.33 A -5. 27d 
. . . -6 
1. 522 X 10 190 8.27 o* . <O)t* . 0* 

47 Cs-133 A co 0 29 46.21 . 0* <0>* 0* 

Cs~134 A. 2.3y 
. . -9 

9. 550 X 10 134 6.10 . 0* <0>* 0* 

Cs-135 0 
. 6 

2. 6 X 10 y ~o- 8.7 6.81 0 <0> 0 

1..:135 A 6. 7h 
. -5 
2.874x 10 0 0 6.1** 5.7** 6. 85**-

Xe-135 A 9.2h 2. 093 X 1((5 
2. 7.2 X 10 

6 500 0.2** 0.18** 0.22** 

48 Cs-135 A 
6 

2. 6 X 10 y ~o 8.7 6.81 0.11 0.12 0;13 

Cs-136 A 13d 
. -7 

6.171 X 10 0 0 0 <0> 0 

Ba-136 ·o co 0 0.4 1. 45 0 <o> 0 

1-135 A 6; 7h 2.874x 1() 
-5 

0 0. 6.1* 5.7* 6:85* 

49 Xe-135 A 9.2h 2. 093x 10 
-5 

2. 72 X 10 
6 

500 0.2* 0.18* 0.22* 

Xe-136 0 co 0 0.15 0.-053 6.46 5.9 6.6 

~ 
w 



..... TABLE 1 (Cont) H>-

%Yields 
Chain No. Nuclide COUQling · H9.lf- ::-He A a2WO QEPI U-235 U-238. Pu-239 

Cs-137 30y 
-10 

0.11 1. 2E· 6.15 6.2 6; 5 
50 A 7, 3~:7 X 10 

Ba-137 0 00 0 5.1 . 0. 2:2 0 <0> 0 

Ba-138 A 00 0 0.':' 0.088 5.74 <6.0> 6.3 

La-139. A 00 .0 8.9 1. 21 6.55 <6.28> 6.0 
51 La-140 A 40.~ 

-6 
4.79x10· 3.1 0.135 0 <0> 0 

Ce-140 0 00· 0 0. (:6 0. ·JB6 Q <0> 0 

Ba-140 A 12. Ed. 
. -7 
6. 263 X 10 12 0 . .522 6.44 5.7 5.6 

52 La-140 A 40.81 4. 79) X 10-6 3.ll 0.135 0 .<0> 0 

Ce-140 0 00 0 0.66 0.08-3 0 <0> 0 

Ce-141 A 33d 2, 431 X 10-7 
0 0 6.0 <5. 8> 5.6 

.Pr-141 '·A 00 0 11.6 . 2. 59 .0 <0:> 0 

53 Pr-142 A L9. 3-":a 
. -6 

9. 976.x 10 18 O.'i84 0 <0> 0 

Nd-142 A 00 0 1? 0.784 0 <O> 0 . 

Nd-143 A 00 0 324 16.13 0 <0> 0 

:Nd-144 0 
15 

5 X !lO y ~o 5 1,]1 0 <0>. 0 

54 · Ce-142 0 ·oo .. 0 1 0.10~: 6.01 <5. 50> 5.0 

· Ce-143 II. 83h 5. 83!: X 10 
-6 6 .·· 0. Z6ll 6.0 <5.19> 4.38 

Pr:..143 A 13. 8d 
. -7 

5, 813 X 10 89 2o.in 0.03 <0.125> 0.22 

55 Nd-143 A . 00 0 324 16.13 0 <0> 0 

Nd..:.144 A 
.. 15 

5 X :..0 / ""() 5 1.11 0 ·<0> 0 . 

Nd-145 0 "" 0 60 ~6.95 3 .. 98 <3. 54> 3.1 

·' 

.. ~ .. ..... ., . •: ,,. 
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TABLE 1 (Cont) 

%Yields 
Chain No. Nuclide CouQling Half-Life A a2200 .~PI u.:.235 · U-23S ':Pu-239 

.. 
Nd-14:5 A . 00. .0 60 2().96 3.9S* <3. 54>*. 3._1* 

Nd-14:6. A 00 0 10. 1. 22 3.07 <2,S4:> 2.6 
. -7 . -

Nd~ H? A 11.1d 7. 22S X 10 0 0 2.36 2.6 2.05 

Pm-147 Ct 2.6y S. 454 X 10 
-9 

232t 359.St 0 <0> 0 

Pm-!.4Sm A 40.6d 
-7 

1. 9756 X 10 · 27.000 3,521 0 <0> 0 

Pm-149 A 53.1h 3. 626 X 10 
-6 

0 0 0 <0> 0 

Sm-149 A 00 0 40,SOO 374.1 0 <0> 0 

56 Sm-150 A 00 0 S5 50.61 0 <0> 0 

Sm-151 A SOy 2. 746 X 10-lQ 15,400 275.1 0 <0> 0 

Sm-152 A 00 0 216 261 0 <0> 0 

Sm-153 A 47h 4. 097 X 10 
-6 

0 0 0 <O>· 0 

Eu-153 A 00 0 450 151. s 0 <0> 0 

Eu'-154 A 16y 
. -9 

1.373x 10 1,500 65.31 0 <0> 0 

Eu-'155 0 4y 
. -9 

5. 495 X 10 14,000 610 ·o <0> 0 

Nd-"-45 A 00 0 60 26:96 3.9S* <3.54>* 3.1* 

Nd-146 A 00 0 10 1. 22 3.07* <2.S4>* 2.6* 

Nd-147 A 11.1d 7. 22S X 10 
-7 

0 0 2.36* 2 .. 6* 2.05* 

Pm-147 Ct 2.6y 
-9 

S.454 X 10 · 232 359.SO 0* <0>* 0* 

Pm-14S A 5.39d 1. 4SS4 X 10 
-6 

1,500 4,S41. 34 0 <0> 0 

Pm-14.9 A 53·. 1h 3. 626 X 10 
-6 

0 0 0 <0> 0 

57 · Sm-149 A 00 0 40,SOO 374.1 0 <0> 0 

Sm-150 A 00 0 S5 50.61 0 <0> . 0 

Sm-151 A SOy 2. 746 X 10-10 
15,400 275.1 0 <0> 0 

Sm-152 A. 00 0 216 261 0 <0> 0 

Sm-153 A 47h 
. -6 

4. 097 X 10 0 0 0 <0> 0 

Eu-153 A 00 0 450 151. s 0 <0> 0 

Eu-154 A. 16y 1. 373 X 10 
-9 

1,500 65.31 0 <0> 0 
...... Eu-155 .0 4y 

-9 
14,000 c.n 5. 495 X 10 610 0 <0> 0 



t-' 
TABLE 1 (Cont) 

(j') 

0"2200 rf'FI % Yields 
Chain No. ~ Nuclide COUQling Half-Life i\ U-235 U-238 · Pu-239 

-8 . 
Ce-144 i\ 280d 2. 865 X 10 0. 36 0.29 5.62 <4.5> 3.8 

58 Nd-144 A 
15 

5 X 10 y ~o 5 1.11 0 <0> 0 

Nd-145 0 00 0 60 26.96 0 <0> 0 

Ce-144 280d 
-8 

0 .. 28 5.62* <4.5>* 3.8* 
59 

A 2. 8€5 X 10 0.96 

Nd-145 0 00 0 60 26;96 0 ->0> 0 

:Nd-146 A OC• 0 10 1.22 3.07* <2.84>* 2.6* 

Nd-14'? i\ ]l.ld 7. 228 X 10-7 
0 0 2.36* 2. 6* 2.05* 

Pm-147 Ct .2. 6~-
. -9 

8.454xl0 232 359~80 0* <0>* 0* 

Pin-148m i\ 4'0. 6c 1. 9756 X 10 
-7 

27, 0(•0 3,521 0* <0>* 0*' 

60 Sm-148 A 00 0 9 5.50 0 <0> o· 
Sm-149 A 00 0 40,8(0 374. il. 0 <(i> 0 

Sm-150 A 00 0 85 50.~1 0 <0> 0 

sm:..151 0 . 30y . 2. 743 X 10-lQ 15,4CO 275. L 0 <0> 0 

Nd-146 A 00 0 10 1. 22 3.07* <2.84>* . 2. 6* 

Nd-147 i\ lil.. ld 7. 228 X 10 
-7 

0 0 .2.36* '2, 6* .. ''2. 05* 

Pm-147 Ct 2. 6y. 
. . -9 

8. 45<1, X 10 ·232 359.80 0* <0>* 0* 

Pm-148 i\ 5.39j 1. 4884 X 10 
-6 

1,500 4,841 .. 34, 0* <0>* 0* 

61 Sm-148 A 00 - 0 9 5.50 0 <0> 0 

Sm-149 A. 00 0 40,80:1 374. i 0 <0> . 0 

Sm-150 A 00 0 85 50.61 0 <0> ·o 
Sm-151 0 SOd 2, 746 X 10-lQ 15,40) 275.1 0 <0> 0 

. Nd-146 A oO(). 0 10 . 1. Z2 3.07* <2.84>* 2.6* 
. . -7 ·, ,;• 

Nd-147 A l:...ld 7. 22E. X 10 0 0 2.36* 2.6* 2.05* 
-9 .. 

62 Pm-147 A :::.6y 8. 454 X 10 232 :::59. EO 0* <0>* '()~ 
Sm-147 ·A 

. [11 . 
1. 3 .x 10 y .. -o 87 7.7. 87 0 <0> 0 

Sm-148 A "" 0 9 5.50 0 <0> 0 

Sm-149 A :x> 0 40,801 374.1 0' <0>. 0 

Sm-150 0 00 () .85 50.6i 0 <0> o" ~t-... 
.. M, .... 0 



,. 

' 
TABLE 1 (Cont) 

%Yields 
Chain No. Nuclide CouQling Half-Life A. 0"2200 ~PI U-235 U-238 Pu-239 

Nd-148 A 00 0 3.4 5.28 1.71 <1. 7> 1.7 

Pm-149 A 53.1h 3. 626 X 10 
-6 

0 0 1. 13** 1. 8** 1. 3** 

Sm-149 A 00 0 40,800 374.1 0** <0>** 0** 

Sm-150 A 00 0 85 50.61. 0 <0> 0 

63 Sm-151 A SOy 2. 746 X 10-10 15,400 275.1 0 <0> 0 

Sm-152 A Co 0 216 261 0 <0> 0 

Sm-153 A. 47h 4.097x10 
-6 

0 0 0 <0> 0 

Eu-153 A 00 0 450 151.8 0 <0> 0 

Eu-154 A 16y 
. -9 
1. 373 X 10 1,500 65.31 0 <0> 0 

Eu-155 0 4y 5.495 X 10 
-9 

14,000 610 0 . <0> 0 

Nd-150 .A 00 0 3 0.13 0.67 <0.84> 1.0 

Pm-151 A. 28.4h 6. 780 X 10 
-6 

0 0 0.44 <0.62> o:so 
Sm-151 A SOy 2. 746 X 10-10 15,400 275.1. 0 <0> 0 

Sm-152 A 00 0 216 261 0.281 <0., 44> 0.60 

64 Sm-153 A. 47h 4. 097 X 10 
-6 

0 0 0.15 <0.41> 0.34 

Eu-153 A 00 0 450 151.8 0.019 <0.01> 0 

Eu-154 A 16y 1. 373 X 10 
-9 

1,500 65.31 0 <0> 0 

Eu-155 A. 4y 5.495xl0 
-9 

14,000 610 0 <0> 0 

Gd-155 0 00 0 58,000 179.34 0 <0> 0 

Sm-154 A 00 0 5.5 2.72 0.077 <0.16> 0.25 

65 Eu-155 A. 4y 5. 495 X 10 
-9 

14,000 610 0.033 <0.10> 0.16 

Gd-155 0 00 0 58,000 179. 34 0 <o> 0 

Eu-156 A. 15.4d 5. 209 X 10 
-7 

0 0 0.014 0.071 0.10 

66 Gd-156 A 00 0 7 0.305 0 <0> 0 

Gd-157 0 00 0 242,000 . 570 0 <0> 0 

1-' 
-.1 



TABLE 1 (Cont) 

Chain No. 
%Yields 

a2200 · EPI 
Nuclide Coueling Half-Life i\ a U-235 U-238 Pu-239 

Eu-157 i\ 15.4h 1. 2!)0 X 10 
-5 

0 o· 0.0078 <0. 038> 0.07 

Gd-157 A co 0 ·242, 000 "570 0 <0> 0 

Gd-158 A co 0 3.9 0.1'74 0.002 <0.018> 0.035 

Gd-159 i\ 18h 1.0 .. 0 X 10 -5 
0 0 0.00107 0.0084 0.015 

67 Tb-159 A co 0 46 42.71 0 <0> 0 

Tb-160 i\ 73d 1. 059 X 10 -7 525 22.86 0 <0> 0 

Dy-160 A co 0 100 4.35 0 <0> 0 

Dy-161 A co 0 590 130 .. 22 7, 6 X 10 -5 
<0.002> 0.0039 

Dy-162 A co 0 260 294 .. 10 0 0 ·0 

Dy-163 A co 0 380 151.88 0 0 0 

Dy-:164 0 co 0 2,800 "121. 91 0 0 0 

*Identifies those nuclide yields (zero or othocwise) which are accounted for in previous Linear chains; hence, the associated nuclide poison 
is not incl).lded in the aggregate poison. 

**These nuclide poisons (X-135 and sm..:.149) have been excluded from the aggre&ate poison since they are normally accounted for in depletion 
codes. · · ·· 

t See the diagram of the ·Neodymium chains in Part I, Section IV for the reactio:1 cross SECtions o( Pm-147 leading to the two Pm-148 isomers. 

t t A.: Indicates radioactive coupling (primarily J3=decayt~ 

A: Indicates couplmg by (n, y) reaction in t•)tal absorption cross section. 

C: Indicates coupling by (n, y) reaction in fu.at portio:! of the absorption cross section leading to its following daughter nuclide. (In this 
table such capture cross sections were used only for Pm-147. The remaining chains, containing isomers, used a division of yields 
according to be fraction of the nuclide transformation leading to the daughter isome::-s since the respective reaction cross sections 
were not known.) · 
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III. FORMULATION OF CHAINS 

Apart from the available physical data discussed in the next section, there are some general con

siderations which will determine in a practical sense the initiation and termination of each fission product 

chain. As discussed in the Introduction, each chain will usually begin with a radioactive nuclide and pro

ceed toward a more stable nuclide (taking a gross viewpoint) through successive transformations by radio

active decay and neutron absorptions. The stable and near stable nuclides will be coupled essentially only 

by the (n, y) reaction. Therefore, the initiation of each chain will be determined by the shortest lived 

nuclide which is tO be considered, and the chain termination will be determined by the smallest nuclide 
. . . . 

cross section to be considered which is determined by the maximum energy release or the flux-time of 

interest. This section outlines the basis for the particular choices used in formulating the chains tabu

lated in this report. 

All nuclides in each isobaric chain with half-lives less than approximately ten hours were assumed 

. to decay instantaneoilsly to the first nuclide having a half-life of ten hours or greater (mass 135 chain 

excepted). The yield fractions were then appropriately adjusted. Presently available cross sectional 

data indicates that any transient behavior of the aggregate poison associated with nuclides having smaller 

half-lives would be minimal in comparison with the Xe-135 transient. Cross sections of the short-lived 
. / . : 

nuclides are generally unknown, but the cross sections would have to be very large in order for the 

nuclides to produce a significant poison or for there to be any significant branching due to neutron 

absorption. 

In order to make' these statements more quantitative, consider the case of a constant flux and fission 

rate and a single fuel source. It is c'onvenient tq define an effective cross section, a: 

(6) 

where 4 and 3 denote the thermal and epithermar energy groups respectively. Similarly, an effective 

I 
A A . 

barns fission, a, can be defined using a (Equation 4) from each energy group (dropping the subscript, n): 

Then, considering the nuclide of interest to. be the first chain nuclide, its concentration, N(t), from 

Equn.tion (2) ilil: 

and 

A 

At large t the number density approaches an equilibrium, or saturation value, and a asymptotically 

approaches a 1/t behavior: 

N=_yS
- 4 71. + arp 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 
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Assuming the values: 

t = 1000 hours 

4 14 -2 -1 
¢ = 10 em -sec 

-5 -1 
A. = 3. 85 x 10 sec. (five hour half-life) 

y = o. 06 (near the maximum of the individual fission product yields) 
A 

(11) 

then, in order for 7J to be one barn (which is <1 percent of the aggregate value), a· must be. ~2000 barns. 

For a shorter half-life and/or a longer irradiation time the effective microscopic cross section would . . . . . . ',. . . 

have to be correspondingly larger. (Almost all of the neglected nuclides had half-lives much smaller 
. . -- 1\ 

than ten hours.) Thus, for a one hour half-life and t = 10, 000 hours 7J must be >100, 000 barns for 7J to 

be one barn. In order for 10% of the daughters of a five-hour nuclide to be formed by neutron capture, 

its effective cross section must be >40, 000 harns. 

The gver-all transient behavior of a nuclide c}lain .associated with a radioactive nuclide depends on 
. . . . . 1\ 

the cross sections of its progP.ny. However, transient changes in the total chain valutl of 0', caused by a 
. 1\ 

radioactive nuclide, can be no more significant than the u of the radioactive nuc9,de un~ess its progeny 

possess ~rger microscopic cross sections. Therefore, the transients associated with the very short-. : . . .. 
lived nuclides are expected to be no more significant than their poison during steady-state power and; 

therefore, negligible. (There is some elaboration on these points in Part II, Section V..) 

All things considered, there appears to be no justification at this time for explicitly retaining nuclides 

with half-lives less than about ten hours, not only because of the paucio/ of cross sectional data for short 

half-lived nuclides but also because of the unlikelihood of significi;Ult poisons. 

As will be seen, some of the radioactive nuclides with half-lives >10 hours which are explicitly 

retained·in this analysis have no measured cross sections. They significantly delay the buildup of thej_r 

more stable progeny. In addition, their half-lives a.r.e genera.lly long enough for ea.ch to attain a sizeable 

concentration and, hence, to have a significant effect on the transient behavior of their respective chains, 

while in most cases their half-lives are short enough that any cross section they possess is not likely to 

be large enough to significantly affect their calculated concentrations. A familiar case in point is the 

Sm-149 transient due to its parent (53.1h) Pm-149~ which has no m.e.asured cross section. Unless the 

Pm-149 cross section is several thousand barns, it will not invalidate the transients which reacto1' 

designers calculate due to its decay into the 40, 800-barn Sm-149 cross section. There is, of course, 

some effect (plus or minus) on the total poison resulting from such radioactive nuclides, and this intro

duces an uncertainty in the calculated po.iaon, particularly at small fuel depletions and in the trausitlui 

behavior. In regard to small depletions the limit of F.qt)At.ion (9) for nuolido n u.L ~oro depletion is: 

1\ . 
u (o) = y 7J , 

n· n n 
(12) 

and the aggregate value is 

(13) 
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That is, only the nuclides with direct fission yields C<?ntribute to a. Because most of the direct fission 
1\ 

yields go to the very short-lived nuclides, their cross sections really determine the value of O'(t) at small 
1\ 

fuel depletions. Therefore, because of the lack of cross sectional data of the short-lived nuclides, u 
cannot be meaningfully calculated below a fuel depletion of roughly 4 percent. However, for such a small 

depletion the macroscopic fission product poison is near zero and is therefore of no practical interest. 

In this report the initiation of a linear chain begins with the first nuclide having a half-life of ;:::10 

hours. All subsequent known branching is followed until a stable nuclide is reached for each branch which 

has an effective cross section on the order of ·one barn .. The termination at this point requires some 

explanation. 

Consider the case of two coupled, stable nuclides, again using effective cross sections defined by 
1\ 

Equations (6 and 7), 0' for the first nuclide due to its direct yield is given by Equation (9), which can be 

written more conveniently in the form: 

~- ylal[l-E-a1t] 

a1= a
1

t (14) 

where a= A+ O'cf> 
4 (for U1is discussion A= 0). Similarly, the harns/fission of the daughter nuclide is: 

(15) 

The last bracketed terms represent the contribution due to the coupling from the first nuclide. 

If a 1 is sufficiently small, then 

-a1 t ( a 12t2) 
E = 1 - a

1 
t + 0 - 2- , 

This approximation, 1- a 1 t, will be accurate to 1 percent for a flux-time of 14 x 1021 em - 2 when 

- -< 0 0 02 M 1 43 b a 1 _ cf> t = • arns • 

To the same order of approximation, the contribution of the first to the second nuclide is zero if the 

eecond nuclirlP. also has a cross section on the order of one barn. In short, for two coupled, stable 

nuclides of sufficiently small cross section there is no significant production of one from the other, and 

the linear chain may be terminated. However, it is not necessary to follow all chains until such a small 

cross section is reached. When a nuclide concentration depends on the buildup of a succession of inter

mediate parents having no direct fission yield and moderate cross sections, then a considerable irradia

tion time or flux-time is needed for its poison to become significant. The chains then can be terminated 

with a nuclide possessing a fairly large cross section. However, in the case of successively increasing 

cross sections in a chain, all such nuclides must be retained, because they all tend to buildup in secular 

equilibrium with the first nuclide in the chain. The termination, therefore, requires some study for each 

phain, and it depends on the maximum flux-time for which·the cha.ins--axe- to be used. It is believed that, 

for flux ratios on the order of 10 or less, the chains t,tSed in this report are sufficiently loug that there 

will be no more than 1 percent error in the aggregate poison due to chain termination for flux-times up 

to ,._,1022 . cm-2• This represents sever::tl RP.P.d lives of PWR Cor~ 2. New data may require the addition 

of more linear chains. 
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Parenthetically, it is interesting to note from Equation (15) that one can readily deduce that the effec.,

tive poison of a daughter nuclide due to the parent source can equal but cannot exceed the effective poison 

of the parent. Such daughters are sometimes referred to as second order products; this label is mis

leading since it connotes a poison which is second order in magnitude relative to that of the parent, but 

the terminology is common arid will be used in this report. 

IV. PHYSICAL DATA 

Sixty-seven chains and 256 nuclides are listed in Table 1.. The more important nuclides and chains 

are discussed in Part II, Section n. Because of the resolutions many nuclides appear in more than one 

chain. There are actually 163 different nuclides listed. The type of coupling, half-life, decay constant, 

thermal and epithermal cross sections, and yield percent for U-235, U-238, and Pu-239 fissions are 

given. The chains can be used for other fissile nuclides with appropriate yield changes. When a partie-. . 

ular yield is repeated (due to the linear chain resolution), it is indicated by a single asterisk, and the 

associated nuclide poison is not included in the aggregate summation hecause it is already accounted for 

in a prev iuus chain. As previously noted, the Xe-135 and Sm-149 poisons are also excluded in the two 

chains (48 and 63) which would duplicate the poison which is normally calculated by depletion codes. 

The epithernu'l.lcruss section is defined as: 

f oo u(E)dE 
. E 

uepi = 0. 625 

15530 rl: 
0.625 

Rl (16) 9. 0884 • 

Thus, all resonance absorption is assumed to occur in the energy rangfdrom 0. 625 to 5530 ev where the 

average cross section is based on a 1/E flux. Note that the very Arnall absorption occurring above fifi:lO Rv 

IS approximately accounted for as an absorption in the epithermal energy range. (Correcting the calcu

lated results to other energy divisions than 0. 625 ev is straightforward, as shown in Part II, Rer.tinn lV.) 

'!'he epithermal cross section was used in the calculations and iR therefore listod i.n Table 1 in prefel'eucc 

to the resonance intAf/:l:l\1. HowAvAr 1 th"SJ~ diffor only by Ute emu;t.'l.ro!. 9. 081:14, ami all tma.l results will 

be quoted as resonance integrals. 

The resonance integrals were taken from several sources. Most were derived from Walker's com

prehensive listing (Reference 2). Many of the more important. integrals were taken from the m<?re r·eeent 

repurl tJy Garrison and Roos (Reference 5). When resonance integrals were wmvaJlable from these two 

compilations, they were taken from the Argonne listing (lleference 8) ur computed from the resonance 

parameters in BNL-325 (Reference 9) with an estimate of the unresolved resonances. When there were 

no resonance data available for a nuclide having a small thermal cross section, the 2200 m/s crosR 

section was extrapolated with a 1/v variation: 

u -J • 0253~
00 

dE · 
o E3/2 

epi_ 0.625 _ . 
u - · 5530 ... " ~-- 0• 04354 u2200 • 

1 dE 

0. 625 E 

(17) 
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In such cases this would likely be only a lower limit to the actual epithermal cross section. In the few 

remaining cases where no resonance data are known and the thermal cross section is large, indicating a 

possible thermal or negative energy resonance, this approximation was not used because it would likely 

be a gross overestimate of the cross section, Walker's reduced resonance integrals did not include the 

1/v contribution; therefore, when there were no known resonances below ~4 ev, the 1/v component was 

added to the cross sections determined from his data. 

The thermal cross sections were obtained almost exclusively from BNL-325 (Reference 9), but a few 

were taken from the above sources; 

The linear chains are based on. Katcoff's extensive schematic listing (Reference 10) of the isobaric 

chains produced by U-235 fission. That is, neutron coupling between the isobaric chains is inferred 

from the known cross sections, and these additional branches, in addition to those in Katcoff's list, are 

followed by the linear chain resolution. Nuclide half-lives, U-235 and U-238 yields were also taken from 

Katc.off's compilation, but the Pu-239 yields were taken from Walker's report. Unfortunately, relatively 

few U-238 yields have been measured. Those which are known generally fall between the Pu-239 and 

U-235 yields. Therefore, 

U-238 field was unknown. 

<y>.*t 

for expediency an average of the U-235 and Pu-239 yields was used when the 

In such cases· the average is identified in Table 1 by enclosure in brackets, 
. . 

. . 

The thermal ·cross sections and resonance integrals of the very important nuclides Pm-147, (5. 39d) 

Pm-148 and (40. 6d) Pm-148m were obtained from Schuman, et al. (Reference 11). These cross sections 

have been incorporated into chains 56 through 60 of Table 1. They are fed by the 2. 36 percerit yield to 

(11.1d) Nd-147. Potentially, these nuclides. lead to a production ofSm-149 which can be twice as large 

as that derived from the direct yield (1. 13 percent) of mass chain 149; the latter will be referred to as 

the normal Sm-149 chain. Therefore, the associated chains are of sufficient importance to deserve 

. elaboration, particularly sinc'e they are complicated and not presently well known. The couplings are 

schematically represented below. 

a.~o 

a.th = 27, 000 
· aepi ~ 3, 521 

(40. 6d)Pm148m 

ath ~ 1 500 , . 

aepi ~ 4, 841 
etc. 

a~= 40,800 
aepl = 374.1 · 

*Walker has recent(y issued a report containing a compilation of U-238 yields (Reference 15) •. His 
recommended values increase th!'l aggregate fission product resonance and thermal cross sectiOns from 
natural· uranium, reported in Part II of this report, by no more than 0.5 and 1.0%, respectively. 

tPu-241 yields are unknown. li it is assumed that its average barns/fission is equal to that of natural U, 
· then the results in Pa:rt II need no correction for Pu-241 products. · . 
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The small f':decay rate of Pm-147 also leads ultimately to Sm-149, but it is not shown here. 

The linear chains of particular importance are: 

NJ-147 f( .. Pm-147 (n, Y) .. Pm-148m (n, y) .. Pm-149-.s::./3-..-,.,.~sm-149 

These appear in chains 56 and 57,. respectively (Table 1). The rema.i.ning branches are chains 58, 59, 

a.nd 60. They will be collectively referred to as the neodymium chains. Assuming that these cross 

sections are correct and that the effective Nd-147 cross section is less than about 2000b and the Pm-

149 cross section is less thap. ~5000b, then the following points can be made: 

1. Because of the increasing sequence of cross sections and short half-lives from Pm-147 to Sm-149, 

all nuclides tend to be in secular equilibrium with the buildup of Pm-147 during constant power 

operation. 

2. Because of the relatively small Pm-147 cross sections, thiG nuclid~ ·and tho::.~ .fulluwing it do hOt 

attaiu a 1::1alurat1on concentration before a 10 to 20-percent fuel depletion in a pow~r reactor. The 

actual equilibrium t.tme depends primnrily on tl1e ma~ui L111IH ci thP ~'>pith...,rmal flux boonuoo of the 

relatively large epithermal cross section of Pm-147. (It is perhaps three times the average 

thermal cross section in a hard spectrum.) 

3. Because of the competition between neutron absorption and j3=ctecay at the Pm-148 isomers, the 

net poison is strongly dependent on the flux level and spectrum, since this will determine the rate 

of Sm-149 production. 

4. The equilibriwn value of (53 •. 1h) Pm~149 will lead to a large increase in the Sm-149 ~oison · 

following a reduction to zero .power. (This can be 10 to 60 percent .of the aggregate poison of the 

remaining fission products in power reactors.) 

Additional comments on this chain and some numerics are in Part II. 
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PART II. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND RELATED TOPICS 

In Part I the·basic theory, method of treatment, and physical data were presented. The physical 

data listed in Table 1 can be used with the CINDER program (Reference 6) to calculate the fission product 

poison in any specified flux for U-235, U-238, and Pu-239 fuels (or any other fissile nuclides with known 

yield fractions). This part illustrates the type of results that can be obtained with the digital program 

together with some general conclusions that can be inferred. 

Since the reported calculations are considered to be the first which account for all transformations 

among the fission products, a wide range of detailed results is presented for U-235, Pu-239, natural, and 

enriched uranium fuels. The emphasis,' however, is on U-235 products. It will be seen that the poison 

is strongly dependent on fuel depletion or flux-time and has a lesser dependence on flux level, fast-to

thermal flux ratios, thermal spectrum hardness, etc; ·the results of calculations which isolate and bring 

out these dependencies are presented. There are no unique values which are applicable to all power 

reactors, except insofar as one is willing to accept a margin of error and a range of validity, but these 

are matters of individual need since they <;lepend on the accuracy sought in design calculations. There

fore, all ref:jults are best presented in detail rather than as a table of values which approximately apply 

to a certain class of reactors. However, for U-235 fuel the dependence of the poison on reactor param-
. I 
eters is brought out by simple variations (i.e., changes in spectrum, etc.) about a base case (Figure 1) 

so th~t the cross sections applicable to a wide range of core parameters, differing greatly from those of 

Figure 1, are readily deduced. Thus the results a:ce presented in a manner which simultaneously bring 

out the characteristics of the fission product cross sections and which will be useful in the inference of 

poison for the. design of a variety of power reactors. The survey -is probably not broad enough to satisfy 

all those readers who desire absorption cross sections for particular reactor designs. The CINDER 

program is available for the calculation of cross sections which cannot be inferred from the presented 

survey.:!< 

In addition to U1e aggregate calculations, this part of the report discusses some related topics 

including: (1) identification of the important nuclides and a simplified set of chains, (2) effect of radio

active decay on the fission product poison, (3) comparison of calculational and experimental results, and 

. (4) uncertainties in the nuclide data and its effect on. the aggregate poison. 

I. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

All calculations were performed within the following commonly used energy group .schoma: 

1 

2 

3 (epithermal) 

4 (thermal) 

FOUR-GROUP STRUCTURE 

Energy Range, e. v. 

8.21 X 105---+107 

5, 53 X 103'----+8,21 X lOG 

o. 625 ------..5. 53 x 10~ 

0 -----+0. 625 

U (Lethargy) 

2.5 

5 

9.0881 

*Copies o(the program may be obtained from: TUG Executive Secretary, Philco Corporation, Computer 
Division, 515 Pennsylvania Avenue, Fort Washington, Pa. 
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The fission product cross sections were restricted to gr_-oups three. and four (Table 1) because, in 

general, only a thermal cross section and a resonance integral is known for each nuclide. The higrler 

energy' groups are needed in order to calculate the behavior of the fuel chains, especially the natural and 

slightly enriched urantum fuels. 

The results of all calculations have been converted to an equivalent 2200 m/s barns/fission (a ) and. 
. 0 

~ resonance .... integral-p·er-fission (RI) as follows. From Equations (3 and 4) the barns/fission for each 

nuclide, h, in each energy group, j, is* 

A- j J N (t) 
QJ (t) = 5n n n 
n t . 'If skdt 

k 0 

(18) 

With the exception of Sm-149, the thermal cross sections of all" fission products were asinmlEid to be i/v. 
Therefore, each a! was conveniently taken to be the 2200 m/s cross section, and atl g! we:r:e ~et equal to 

a 220U m/s, 1/v cross section of one barn averaged over the thermal spectrum appropriate to each of 

the cases considered. Wigner-Wilkins spectra, generated by the KATE program (Reference 12), were 

used in the averaging. To the extent that the fission produr.tR are Uv, the qunntl.ty 

1 \ "an4 ao=4 L 
. g n 

•(19) 

represents an aggregate 2200 m/s cross section per fission. Sm-149 and the fuel cross sections are not 

1/v, and the indiscriminate use of g4 would make a large error in their group-averaged cros·s·sections. 

Therefore, the correct spectrum-averaged fuel and Sm-149 cross sections were obtained from KATE 

and appropriately adjusted before insertion into CINDER. the assumption that the remainmg fission 

product cross sections are 1/v is dis~usserl in Section V. 

The g-factor for group three would generally be taken as an epithermal self- or mutual:-shielding 

factor. However, as discussed in Section V, no significant shielding was indicated for th~;: calculations 

reported here so that ali g~ were set equal to unity, Therefore, th~ agg;reg:a.tfl_ vo.lnr. nf ~3 wu ·~Wimply 
multiplied by the lethargy width of the epithermal group to obtain an aggregate resonance integral-per

fls:;luu: 

RI = 9.0884 ~3 • (20) 

The values of a
0 

and RI for all calculations have been plotted versus time1 fraction of fuel reinaininf!: 

la!), or megawatt-days per metric ton of uranium (MWD/TONNE). The latter is used for all natural and 

slightly enriched uranium cases. One comparison of U-235 and Pu-239 poisons has been plotted versus 

the nuinber of fissions/cm
3

• rv is JiRP.rl for all U-235 fud r.fJ.~P-1!1 inv•:.lviug- nu zero power intei'val:;; uther-· 

wise, tiine is used. The cases showing transients were restricted to variations from constant power 

operation to zero power, 

*The circumflex ( 1\) is used ·to distinguish the barns/fission cross ·section ·(except for a0 ) from the micro 
scopic absorption cross section of the nuclides. The bar (..-) has been consistently used to denote the 
effective value (Equations 6 and 7) of either of these quantities. 
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';I'he parameter's n<hecf on ~11 figures are: 
. ': .. . 3 

N =initial fuel number densities, atoms/em 
0 . . . . . . ' 3 

P = po_wer. density, watts/em 
·. . 4 , ' . 

Bi = q/jcp , fast-to-thermal flux ratios, i = 1, 2, 3 

g4 =:therma:l spectrum factor: one barn, 2200 m/s, 1/v cross section averaged over Wigner-
. ' '· :. . 

Wilkins spectra 

When P or B. ~liange during depletion, the beginning and end values are noted. None of the calculations 
1 . . ' 

used a time-dependent g-factor. 

The reader is reminded that the hig~ mass nuclide poisons (U-236, Pu-240, etc.) generated by 

neutron absorption in fuel, being non-fission products, are not included in the results as sometimes 

done in fission product studies. Also, the Xe-135 and Sm-149 poisons arising from the direct yields to 

the mass 135 and 149 isobaric chains were excluded from the aggregate values reported herein. These 

very important fission product poisons are alreauy explicitly calculated in the Bettis depletion programs 

(Reference 7), and their magnitude and behavior are well known to all nuclear designers. The Sm-149 

poison generated by the neodyinium chains described in Part I, Section IV has been included in a 
0 

and RI. 

To be more specific, the only fission product poisons not included in the aggregate value are those of 

Xe-135 and Sm-149 in chains 48 and 63, respectively, (Table 1). 

Most of the following results exhibiting the dependence of the cross·sections on the fast-to-thermal 

flux ratios, thermal spectrum hardness, flux magnitude, power density, and the transient characteristics, 

are based on U-235 fission. In this way the essential poison characteristics of the products are not as 

obscured as they would be for natural and slightly enriched uranium fuel caused by the change m' average 

yields following spectrum variations and degree· of irradiation •. 

180.----..--,-----~----,---..---~----,.---~ 240 

160 220 

140 200 

. 180 
·en 
z a: 

160 ~ 

80 

60 N~5 • 4.3 x 1020 AT/CMS 

P • 140.0 W/CM3 

40 93 • 2.5 

g4 • 0.504 

140 

120 

100 

20~--L--~--L---L--~--L--~ 80 
1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 05 0.4 0.3 

a, FRACTION OF FUEL REMAINING 

Figure 1. Reference Case: a0 and RI versus 
Fuel Fraction; Constant Power and Flux 
Ratio B3; U-235 Fuel. 

a: 

Ali variations can· be referred to the base case 

of Figure 1, and it is presumed that the change in 

poison resulting from two or more parameter vari

. ations can. be added to obtain the combined effect. 

The following comments outline the basis of 

each figure and offer some qualitative explanation 

of its characteristics. 

Figures l through 12 deal exclusively with 

U-235 fuel at constant J>OWer. Figure 13 uses a 

constant flux: 

Figure 1 -- Reference case showing the basic 
U-235, time-dependent poison in a hard, constant 
spectrum (i.e., both flux ratio and thermal spec
trum) and at a constant power - The conditions 
noted on the figure are approximately equivalent 
to the average values in the PWR Core 2, highly 
enriched seed (see Figure 19 for a more accurate 
PWR calculation). As explained, these conditions 
were taken as a reference basis throughout the 
course of this investigation from which the impor
tance of changes in or additions to the fission pro
duct data were evaluated. (The small superposed 
perturbation is the result of a 1000-hour zero 
power interval beginning at a= 0. 78, or 5000 EFPH. 
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The return of the resulting transient to the constant power curve is a qh_aracteristic property of the 
fission products. It is a result of the fact that the macroscopic poison of any fi'ssion product ultimately 
attains an equilibrium value such that its depletion rate is equal to its source, and .all sources are deter.;. 
mined by the power requirement.) The initial increase in RI with depletion probably r.~s~ts fr<?m most 
of the direct yields going to nuclides with small or unknown epithermal cross· .sections. The later · 
decrease in RI and the over-all decrease in u0 results from two dominant factors. First, the main con
tributors have attained or are approaching saturation so that, as indicated by Equation (11), there is a 
general tendency for u0 and Rl to vary as 1/t. Secondly, because the power is constant and the fuel is 
depleting, the flux is increasing. Therefore, the destruction rate of the nuclides is slowly inc.reasing 
while th.eir source is constant. Thus there is a general tendency for the nuclide concentrations to 
decrease. Both far.tors are mitigated'by the formation of higher order products~ 

i•;j' 4,j0 ·X 10•u AT/CMI 
1-40 

P '140.0 W/C.M 3 

83 : PARAMETER 

120 g4 . = 0.504 

(/) 
z 
a: 
~100 

80 

60 

40 
1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 o.2 

a, FRACTION OF FUEL REMAINING 

Figure 2. Sensitivity of u
0 

to Flux Ratio B3 (U-235). 
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0.:3 0.2 

Figures 2 and 3 -- Variations in flux ratio - The conditions are the same as Figure 1 except for 
the variations in the flux ratio, B3. In an actual reactor an increase in flux ratio would normally be 
accompanied by an increase in thermal hardening (i.e., a decrease in g4), but in this survey B3 and g4 
were varied independently. The direction of the changes in o-0 and RI with an increase in flux ratio is 
partially explained by the comments under Figures 7 and 8. 
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Figure 5. Sensitivity of Rl to Flux Ratio B3 without Nd-147 Chains (U-235). 

Figures 4 and 5 --Variations in flux ratio, no neodymium chain poison -Curves 4 and 5 are the 
same as Figures 2 and 3, respectively, except for removal of Nd-147 chain poison. (Refer to Part I, 
Section IV for a discussion of these chains.) The Nd-147 chains are seen to account for most of the 
flu..'~: ratio dependence of lhe thermal poison but for only about half ofthe Rl dependence. on flux ratio. 
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Figures 7 and 8 -- Total a0 and Rl from the Nd-147 chains as a function of flux ratio; conditions are 
the same as for Figure 1 -Since these parametric calculations are all carried out for the· same constant 
power, the thermal flux is decreased and the epithermal flux increased by an increase in flux ratio at any 
particular depletion. Most of the epithermal poison of this chain ("'76 percent) comes from Pm-147* 
which is predominantly an ep.ithermal absorber; hence, its concentration and, therefore, the total P.pi.
thermal poison decreases ·with an increase in flux ratio. The thermal poison is derived primarily from 
Pm-148m ("'27 percent) and Sm-149 ("'53 percent), both of which are predominantly thermal absorbers; 
therefore, a change in the epithermal flux has relatively littlP. P.ffect .. on their concentrations compared to 
changes in the.thermal flux. Thus an increase in flux ratio, while maintaining constant power, causes an 
increase in a and a decrease in RI. In ·addition to these effects; an increase in epithermal flux signifi
cantly increa~es the competition between {3-decay and neutron absorption at the Pm-14.8 isomer so that a 
larger fraction of its transmutations reach Sm-149. These comments tend to hold true for the remaining 
aggregate poison because the nuclides having the largest thermal cross sections generally have relatively 
small epithermal cross sections, and thP. converse is also true to a: lesser extent. Thus, the aggregate 
poison would be expected to show the same qualitative spectrum (here, flux ratio) dependences as the 
neodymium chain, but the dependences are not as marked when the neodymium chain is removed. These 
points explain most of the directional changes in a0 and RI as a result of variations in flux ratio, flux 

. magnitude, and spectrum. · 
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Figure 9 -- Comparison of the Sm-149 production between that produced by the Nd-147 chains and by 
its production from the Pm-149 direct fission yield - Late in core life, the Nd-147 chains produce more 
Sm-149 than is produced by the Pm-149 yield. Potentially, as the flu.-x level is raised so that the (n, y) 
reaction rate increases, relative to the {3-decay rate, twice as much Sm-149 would be produced by the 
Nd-147 chains, because the Nd-147 yield is approximately twice as large as the Pm-149 yield. In the 
PWR-2 reactor the two production modes are·nearly equal late in reactor life. 

*Refer to Table :3 for the poison distribution of the neodymium chain nuclides in PWR-2. 
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Figures 10 and 11- Variations in thermal spectrum factor; conditions are U1e same as Figure 1 
(see note for Figures 2 and 3) •. Note that, unlike the cases of varying flux ratios, here, both a0 and RI 
decrease when g4 increases;. 
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Figure 12 -- Poison for different power densities obtained by l.ncreasingthe flux level; conditions 
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are the same as for Figure 1- Thermally ·or for large a, the cross se~tions are not strongly dependen 
on the ~:~Leady-state power density. ThiR is a fortunato rofiult. A8 willi;Je stieu, huwever, the' magnitude 
of the poison transient depends strongly on the power density. · While· the power density can be' changed by 
changing the fuel density, this would not alter the poison at a given a,. all other factor~:~ being equal •. 
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Figures 14 through 18 show·the transient increase ·in a
0 

and RI for U-235 fuel after a reduction to 

zero power following an extended, constant power run: 
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Figure 15. RI Transients Following Constant 
Power Runs of 110 w/cm3 -(U-:-235), 

Figures 14 and 15 -.:... Transients in a0 and RI following 140 w/cm3 power runsi conditions ar·e the 
same as that of Figure 1 --.Also plotted is the transient due to a zero. power interval of 1, 000 hours 
duration beginning at 5, 000 EFPH. This transient has also been superposed on the constant power plots 
versus a of Figure 1. 
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Figures 16 and 17 -- Transients without the neodymium chain; 140 w /cm3 - These plots are otherwise 
identical to Figures 14 and 15, respectively. The magnitude of the epithermal transient has increased con
siderably, but the thermal transient has been reduced more than 50% in magnitude. 
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Figure 18. a0 and RI TriUlsients Following 
Constant Power Runs of 560 w/cm3 (U-235). 

Figure 18 -- Transients in a0 and RI following 560 w/cm3 power runs to compare with Figures 14 
and 15 Conditions are the same as Figure 1, but the power densitY has been arbifrar.ily, and unrealis-
tically, increased by a factor of four. In this case ·the massive transient in the thermal poison (~50% 
increase over the value at constant power) is primarily the result of the decay of (53.1h) Pm-149 to 
Sm-149 in the Nd-147 chains. The epithermal transient is not so greatly increased. A calculated 
increase in the transient poison is expected at this higher power density because the steady-state con
centration of the radioactive nuclides is larger; these contribute comparatively little to the poison at 
steady-state power while they decay to 'nuclides with relatively large cross sections when the power is 
reduced. The stable nuclide concentrations are relatively insensitive to an increase in power (i.e., 
flux level) since both their source and depletion rate increase. An increase in power density does favor 
the coupling by neutron absorption over that of radioactive decay in the radioactive nuclides. The 
effect of this on a0 and RI is not readily apparent since a change in the coupling will increase the poison 
in some chains and decrease it in others. However, it would be expected that this effect would be small 
(as indicated Ly the power variations of Figure 12). 

Figures 19 through 23 contrast the fission product poison in the PWR-2 highly enriched seed and a 

typical natural uranium blanket cluster. While the seed values are plotted versus fuel fraction and the 

blanket values versus MWD/TONNE, the plots shown cover the same degree of reactor lifetime. The 

actual variation in flux over reactor lifetime, as determined by spatial calculations, was used; beginning 

and end-of-life values are noted: 
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·Figure 19 -- PWR-2 seed poison - The average seed fluxes and fuel density was obtained from a 
TURBO (Reference 7) depletion calculation. · 
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Figure 20. Typical PWR-2 Blanket a
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and Rl (Natural U02). 
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Figure 20 -- PWR-2 blanket poison - This represents a typical PWR-2 blanket cluster near the 
highly enriched seed. a0 and-Rlare about 13 percent larger thermally and 18 percent epithermally here 
than for corresponding seed values late in reactor life. The reason is partly.due to the greater yield 
fractions of several of the large fission product poisons from the Pu-239 and U-238 fuels than from U-235, 
and partly to spectrum differences. The different yield fractions are believed to be the main factor as 
indicated in Figure 21. 
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Figure 21 -- Comparison of U-235 and Pu-239 poisons - These calculations. used the same spectrum 
and over-all flux history of the blanket calculation of Figure 20 to irradiate identical initial concentrations 
of U-235 and Pu-239. After 16 x 1019 fissions/cm3 (Rl5000 hours irradiation in the blanket flux) the 
Pu-239 poison exceeds the U-235 value by 34 percent in RI and 31 percent in a0 • Most ("-'85 percent) of 
the poison difference can be attributed to nine nuclides. These and the differences in their poisons in 
percent of the total U-235 poison are shown in Table 2. No unlisted nuclide represents more than 1. 8 
percent of the remaining difference. As shown in Figure 21, the percentages depend on the number of 
fissions. 

TABLE 2. DIFFERENCE IN NUCLIDE POISONS PRODUCED BY Pu-239 AND u.:.235 
IN PERCENT OF TOTAL U-235 FISSION PRODUCT POlSON 

Nuclide 

Sm-151 

Rh-105 

Rh-103 

Nd-143 

Eu-15l;i 

Sm-152 

Ag-109 

Eu-153 

Xe-131 

Total % Difference 

%a 
0 

9. 9 

9.5 

4.8 

-6.2 

2.6 

2.4 

2. 2 

1.9 

1.7 

28.8 

31 

8.4 

6.6 

9.3 

2.9 

27.2 
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Figures 24 and 25 are included for general interest: 
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Figure 24 -- Natural U02 in a soft spectrum characteristic of the MTR. A constant flux was used. 
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Figure 25. a0 and RI for Slightly Enriched (N25;Nu = 3.4%) Uranium. 

Figure 25 --Slightly enriched (3.4 percent) uranium reactor, hard spectrum. Fluxes were taken 
from a CANDLE (Reference 7) depletion calculation. 
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In view of the above results and comments, the qualitative dependence of a and RI on fuel depletion, 
' 0 ' . 

flux ratios, etc., is readily understandable.· Historically it was assumed that the aggregate fission pro-

duct cross section per fission would be nearly constant and independent of the particular reactor environ

ment in which it is generated. Such is clearly not the case. While the variations in the cases considered . 

are not particularly large, many are nonetheless too large to ignore, particularly for a long-lived rP.ad.or . . . 

or for a reactor which has a substantial fraction of its reactivity control predetermined by its nuClear 

design so that it is not subject to control during operation (e. g., by a burnable poison). The greatest 

variation in a 
0 

and RI is that accompanying fuel depletion. It is certainly too large to be ignored. Whether 

or not the other variations are important will depend on particular reactor rlesign objectives. 

It has already beEm noted that most of the thermal transient characteristics and a large fraction of the 

total poison is due to ·the neodymium chain discussed in Part I, Section IV (primarily, linear chains 56 

and 57 of Table 1). In Table 5, the 14 most important of the 67 chains (in magnitude and transient 

response) are listed including chains 56 and 57. These also account for all significant transient behavior 

of the gross poison. Of those listed, chains .22, 45, 56, and 57 (epithermally only) show a significant 

decrease in poison following a power reduction. The poison from chains 22 and 45 at 0! = 0. 96 on Figure 

14 (1000 EFPH of PWR-2) decreases therml:l.lly more than thP. Sm-1.49 increases in tho neodymium ch~in~. 

This is because of Rh-105 and Xe-13:3, and if their cross sections are much in error the early-in-life 

transient behavior will (thermally) be much more significant than shown in Figure 14. By u = 0. 78 (5000 · 

EFPH) the significant transient behavior is duP. to 'thP. npnrlymiwn oh:;~.in, and intcrc~t il1 trAl:t:~ieill,s can \.Je 

confined to it. 

The early-in-life PWR transients of natural uranium are very similar in magnitude and direction to 

those of the U-235 seed. Later (>3, 000 hours) the thermal transient is about 3 percent less and the epi

thermal about 1 percent more than the corresponding seed values. The main reason for the sml:I.Uel' 

thermal transient is (36h) Rh-105 in chain 22, which has a large Pu-239 yield. lt.R riP.r.rease in thermal 

poison slightly exceeds the increase from the neodymium chain. The epithermal transients are not very 

significant in either case~ 

Decause mo~L of the poison dependence on the flux magnitude, ratio and spectrum, and the transiP.nt 

response to power variations is due to the nP.orlymitun chain, they have been singled out for ~mphasis in 

many of the calculations reported. However, the reader should.be aware that the large magnitude of the 

neodymium chain poisons is contingent on the accuracy of the Pm-148 cross sections (Reference 11), for 

these are in competition with {3-decay. As noted for Figure 6, these chains may account for 25 to 30 

percent of the aggregate poison. The (5. 39d) Pm-i48 isomer and its progeny account for ~4 p~rcent 'Of 

the aggregate poison. The cross sections of this isomer have been determined only to within about ±60 

percent. This uncertainty in cross section generates a nearly equal uncertainty in the Pm-148 poison or 

~2.4 percent of the aggregate poisop, because its saturation level ~s determined strongly by its haJf-life. 

·The (40. 6d) Pm-148m is, of course, the more important isomer since it and its progeny generate over 

80 percent of the neodymium chain thermal poison. Its erose section is quoted w:ith :a:n uncertainty of 

±18 percent. However, this will create only about 3. 5 percent error in Its poison or ."'1 percent in the 

aggregate poison, because its macroscopic poison is determined mostly by its neutron absorption rate, 

'rather than the radioactive decay rate. (It will be seen in Part II, Section V that· when a fission product 

density is determined only by its neutron absorption and source rate that its effective macroscopic poison 

at saturation is independent of its cross section. These statements on· uncertainty apply only at.saturation.) 

These val~es, of course, are approximate since they depend on the flux level and on the irradiation time. 
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In addition to these uncertainties," the cross sections of Nd-147 and Pm-149 are unknown~ If their 

cross sections are larger than approximately 3000 barns, then the branching at these nuclides would be 

. significantly altered. It was pointed out in Reference (11) that the calculated value of Pm-149 production 

was approximately twice the value determined by activation measurements. The quoted uncertainty in 

the Pm-148 cross sections does not account for this discrepancy. However, an effective Pm-149 cross 

section of about 7000 barns would explain the difference. ·Such a cross section would not change the 

total poison generated by the neodymium chains, but it would greatly reduce the calculated transients 

at high power densities (e. g., that of Figure 18). An additional confirmation of the Pm-148 cross sec

tions and a measureme~t of the Nd-147 and Pm-149 cross sections is clearly needed. 

The percent of the total neodymium chain poison from each nuclide is shown in. Table 3 for the 
• I • 

PWR-2 seed at 10,000 EFPH (a= 0. 562). 

The values apply to the seed, but the corresponding blanket values are not significantly different, 

. TABLE 3. PERCENT OF TOTAL NEODYMIUM CHAIN POISON FROM' EACH NUCLIDE 
(SEED 10,000 HOURS) 

Nuclide 

Pm-147 

Pm-148m 

Pm-148 

Sm-149 

Sm-150 

Sm-151 

% Thermal (a ) 
0 

14.2 

25.5 

1.0 

49.4 

2.7 

7.1 

Total chain RI = 45. 6 barns/fission = 24% of total FP poison. 

Total chain a = 16. 4 barn~:>/ fission = 26% of totnl FP poison. 
0 . 

% Epithermal (Rl) 

71.6 

10.9 

11.3 

0~ 6 

5.2 

0.4 

II. ORDERED LIST OF IMPORTANT NUCLIDE POISONS AND REDUCED REPRESENTATIONS 

In Table 4 the most important individual nuclide poisons generated by U-235 fission are idimtified. 

The table is based on the c~nditions of Figure 1 (B3 = 2.5, g4 = 0.5039, P = 139,8 w/cm3), and the 

nuclides are listed in descending order of their thermal poison at 5000 EFPH (G! = 0. 78). Enough 

nuclides are listed in this manner to include .... 95 percent of the total poison in both energy groups at 

three times in reactor life (1000, 5000, and 10,000 EFPH). The columns list the percent poison due 

to each nuclide at the indicated lifetimes. The next largest of the nuclide poisons not listed is noted 

for each column. Thus, in no casp. iA there any unlisted poison which exceeds 1. 4 percent of the total 

group poison. The relative importance of these nuclides depends on the degree of fuel depletion, as 

indica~ed by comparing the columns at the three values of G! given in the table. 

The ordering also depends on the type of fuel. In the case of natural uranium, Ag-109 and Eu-155 

assume a much greater importance than is indicated in Table 4. Also, if Pd-107 possesses a thermal 

cross section of about 375 barns (only an upper limit of .... 750 b is known), then it would add an additional 
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TABLE 4. PERCENT TOTAL POISON FROM INDIVIDUAL NUCLIDES* 

a= 0. 9558 a= o. 7800 a= o. 5619 
4 1_000 .. 4 5000 : .. 4 10,000--+ 

. EFPH EFPH EFPH 
Nuclide ~ Gp. 4 ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Nd-143 2.56 10;29 3. 45 19.96 3.70 22.56 

Sm-151 3.8 42.77 1.14 18.39 o. 72 12.28 

Sm-149** 0.10 5.55 0.23 17. 92. 0.20 16.74 

Pm-148m 2.66 4.07 3.87 8.53 3.16 7. 35 

Pm-147 25.52 3,29 23.41 4.34 17.49 3.42 

Xe-131 9.59 2.61 9.99 3.92 10.10 4.18 

Rh-103 4.79. 1. 26 9. 61 . 3. 64_ 10.85 4.33 

Nd-145 5.26 2. 34. 4.41 2.82 4.70 3.17 

Cs-133 12.30 1.64 12.38 2.24 13.-2~ 2.52 

Rh-105 1.43 6.54 0.24- 1. 60 0.13 0.91 

To-90 G,G2 l.lR h.flfi 1.so 6,66 1. 70 

Sm-152 5.29 0.87 6,06 1.44 13.06 1..52 

Eu-i55 0.64 ·2, 92 0.21 1.41 0.29 2.03 

Eu lfiO 1. 20 0.74 1.5H 1. 3G 2.42. 2.17 

Kr-83 0. 64 1. 09 0. 53 1. 30 0.56 1.44 .· 

Sm-150 2.14 0.72 2.67 1. 29 3.52 1. 36 

Pd-107t 0.15 O.{i9 -0.12 0.81 0.12 0.86 

La-139 0.39 0. 57 0.33 0.71 0.37 0.83 

Pr-141 0.26 0.23 0.51 0.65 O.fl4 0.87 

Eu-154 0.02 0.08 0.10 0.63 0.27 1. 88 

Pr-143 2.55 2. 17 0.51 O.fl2 0.28 0.36 

xe-133 0.51 2.33 0.09 0.58 0.0!5 0.34 

Mo-95 0. 17 0.04 1. 26 0.44 2.22 0.81 

Nd-146 0.19 0. ::l() 0.16 0.30 0.13 0 .. 48 

Nd-144 o. 31 0.28 0.2~ 0.36 0.33 0.45 

Ru-101 2.08 0.25 1;78 0.30 1. 95 0.35 

Pm-148 2.41 0.15 3.12 0. 28. 2.97 0.28 

Cs-135 0.72 0.19 0.59 0.22 0.60 0.23 

Mo-97 0. 47 0.13 0.40 0.16 o. 44. 0.19 . 

Kr-82 0. 30 0.12 0.25 0.15 0.27 0.,17 

sm-14'/ 0.07 0.02 0.39 0.12 0~65 0.22 

Pd-105 0.31 0.08 0.28 0.10 0.30 . 0.12 

z.r-~3 0.98 0.07 0.84 0.09 0.93 0.10 

Zr-91 0.08 0.03 0.16 0.07 0.22 0.11. 

Ru-102 0.23 0.06 0.20 0.07 o. 22. 0.09 

Nd-148 0.45 O.Ofi 0.38 0.07 0.42 0.08 

Mo-100 0.22 0.03 o. 19 0.04 0.21 0.05 

Ag-109 0.23 0.03 0.18 0.03 0.19 0.03 
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TABLE 4 (Cont) 

a= 0. 9558 a= 0.7800 
'I 

• 1000 ... • 5000 .. 
EFPH EFPH 

Nuclide QQ:2 QQd_ ~ ~ 

Xe-132 0.20 0.01 0.19 0.01 

Cs-137 0.39 0.01 0.33 0.01 

% 98.26 95.68 98 .. 46 98.63 

Largest Mo-98 Cd-113 Mo-98 Cd-113 
% not 0.19 1. 40 0.16· Q.37 listed 

RI (j RI (j 

0 0 

Total bit 184.45 101. 61 214.95 82.21 

*Based on constant powercalcula~ion: P = 139.82 w/cm3 

cf>3/cf>4=2.5 

N 
25 

= 4. 27 x 1020 at/cm
3 

0 

**Does-not include production from Pm-149 yield. 

a= o. 5619 

• 1o,ooo-----. 

EFPH. 

~ ~ 

o:23 0.02 

0. 37 0.01 

98.11 96.65 

Mo-98 Cs-134 

0.18 1. 05 

RI (j 

0 

193.72 70. 30. 

t a2200 = 375b and aepi = 16. 4b was assumed for Pd-:-107 in these calculations and·those of Table 7, but 
the values listed in Table 1 were used in all other calculations reported herein. · 

6 percent to the thermal poison. Its progeny, Pd-108 must then be added to the table. Such a Pd-107 

cross section would add no more than 1 percent to the U-235 poison. The remaining nuclides listed do 

not significantly change in ordering for natural uranium. 

The nuclides· and chains listed in Table 1 do not all produce a significant poison. They are intended 

to be a complete description of the fission products as they are presently known. f'rom a more practical 

standpoint, many of the 67 chains could he omitted and many others produce a nearly constant number -of 

barns/fission. Those chains producing a constant barns/fission can be represented by a single pseudo-
. -. 

nnc~lide. ·With the aid of the important nuclides listed in Table 4, 14 of the 67 chains containing 104 of 

the 256 nuclides listed in Table 1 have been identified which produce approximately 95 percent of the 

total poison. The percent each chain contributes to the total poison is given for three fuel fractions in 

Table 5 for u..:235 fuel. The remaining ~5 percent of the poison is relatively constant and can be repre-' 

sen ted by the following pseudo-nuclide parameters: 

,._ ____ % Yields-----+ 

U-235 . U-238 Pu-23!) 

4.10 1.21 107.9 100.8 92.90 

"The yields are the actual totals for. the remaining 53 ·chains which this pseudo-nuclide represents. The 

cross sections are small enough so that this pseudo-nuclide will not saturate for flux-times less than 

about 10
23 

n/cni
2

• 
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Chain ,No. 
{Table 1} 

17 

.19 

22 

24 

43 

45 

46 
f)!j' 

56 

57 

63 

64' 

1?!5 

67 

Total% 

TABLE 5. FOURTEEN CHAIN REPRESENTATION, PERCENT OF 
TOTAL POISON PER CHAIN* 

a= 0. 9558 

1000 EFPH 

GrouQ 3 ·GrbuQ 4 

0.89 0.21 

13.91 2.84 

1. 76 6.85 

0. 3,8. 0.09 

9.82 3.13 

0.64 2.52 

12.47 1.64 

10.52 15. :.m 
28.88 10.53 

2,49 1. 21 

2:08 1. 13 

10.45 45:26 

0. fHi ::l Clfl 

0.02 1. 39 

. 94.96. 95.19 

a= 0. 7800 

5000 EFPH 

GrouQ 3 GrouQ 4 

1. 88 0. 64 

17.7fi 5.72 

0.52 1. 73 

0.31 . 0.10 

10.07 4.09 

0.19 0.73 

. 12.51 2. 67 

8.42 2::!:7R 

28 .. :35 26.65 

::\, ::\9 4.72 

3.06 1.28 

8.39 18.75 

0.16 1,03 

0.01 0.28 

95,01 95. 16. 

a= 0.5619 

10,000 EFPH 

GrouQ 3 GrouQ 4 

2.90 i.05 

19.70 6.86 

0.43 1. 04 

0.31 0.11 

10.15 4.30 

0.16 0.5i 

.13.42 3.62 

8.72 :l6.51 

~2.40 24 .. 97 

3,52 6.·62 

4.18 5. 97· 

8. 17 13.32 

0.07 l 0.'-t::i. 

~o 0.12 . 
•. 

94.14 .. 94.::!8 

*Based on constant power: P = 139. 82 w/cm 3 

cp3/cp4 =. 2. 5 
25 . 20 / 3 N = 4. 27 x 10 at em 

0 

' . . 

The 14 chains plus the pseudo-nuclide will duplicate the results of the 67 chains in Table 1 wl,thip. 

:1:1 percent after approximately the first 100 hours of full power operation. However; for spectra and 

flux-times which differ con.siderably from any of the values used in this report all of the chains should 

be used. 

The 14 chains were actually selectP.cl because their poison ~hanges during irradiation, .but they ~ls9 
produce the bulk of the poison. Chain 24 can clearly be exe~pted; it was selected on the basis of .e~rlier. 
calculations which used a large Pd-107 cross section. 

·No attempt haS been made toward an. even simple! representation, but depending on the maximum 

nux-time and the accuracy sought, simpler representations are clearly possihlA. For P.x~mplP.; in rh11in 

43 (one of the 14. important chains) the yield fractions can be. moved to Xe-i31, and Xe-132 can be omitted 

from the end of the chain with no significant loBs in poison for most powor rca.ctora. Thus a fou~ nuclide 

chain is reduced to a single nuclide description. For U-23_5 fuel, chain 67 can be eliminated altogether 

with a 2 percent. maximum, early-in-life loss in poison. Others can be grouped into the pseudo-nuclide 

above to good approximation. Similar, and equally obvious, manipulations can be.made on most of the 
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remaining chains, but ihe shortening of chains in the manner described for chain 43 will depend largely 

on the reactor to which they will be applied and on the desired accuracy. (In this regard, the reader is 

reminded of the discussion in Part I, Section III. The chain termination will depend on the maximum 

flux-time anticipated. For instance, the elimination of Sm-151 from chain 56 would alone create an error 

of about 2 percent in aggregate poison late in the PWR-2 lifetime. Also, its progeny up to Eu-155 all 

contribute a significant poison. Since these are 7th or higher order fission products, this clearly indi

cates that neutron capture in second and higher order fission products cannot be ignored as some investi

gators are prone to do. Thus, even if all products were stable as generally assumed, sum!:l (n, y) chains 

would require an 11th to 15th order deflection scheme.) 

Through careful consideration of the nuclides which produce the bulk of the poison, particularly with 

:respect to end use of the poison, the number of nuclides which must be explicitly described can undoubt

edly be reduced considerably. For limited use it appears that it would be practical to incorporate an 

explicit, pointwise spatial calculation or" the fission products into a one-dimensional depletion program 

such as CANDLE (Reference 7). For instance, the actual "one-point" CINDER calculation time, exclusive 

of read-in and read-out time, is o. 00009 min/nuclide/timestep for the 67 chains of Table 1 and 0. 00014 

for the 14 chains. (The calculation time per nuclide is a function of the length of the chains and is there

fore longer for the 14 than for the 67 chains, since the latter contains many short chains.) Even for the 

104 nuclides in the 14 chains mentioned, a 100-point depletion calculation would require only 1. 5 minutes 

computation time per timestep. This is still a long computation time, but the 14 chains are also a very 

detailed representation of the fission products. Very likely the number of nuclides could be reduced to 

50 or less, and the length of chains shortened considerably. Also, by selecting those chains among the 

14 which have similar characteristics and fitting each group by a single fictitious chain, the calculation 

time can be reduced to 1nsignifil:a:nce. 

It is not yet apparent that ari explicit pointwise representation is necessary. At the present time the 

PWR design procedure uses average region fluxes in the CINDER program to obtain aggregate cross sec

tions which are then used in each fuel region and at each timestep in ~epletion calculations. This pro

cedure is believed to Le quite adequate for reactivity calculations. 

ill. OMISSION OF RADIOACTIVE DF.C:AY FROM THE AGGREGATE FISSION PRODUCT POISON 
CALCULATIONS 

Most treatments of fission product poisoning have ignored the detailed effects of radioactive decay by 

treating only the stable or near stable nuclides, that is, by assigning the isobaric yield fractions to such 

nuclides directly. The:re is some interest in knowing the error associated with this approximate approach. 

It is obvious that f3=decay must be explicitly used in describing the Nd-147 chains. Therefore, any stable 

nuclide treatment must exclude these chains; they must be treated separately as a special case. (It should 

be noted that the effect of radioactive decay cannot be evaluated by the simple expedient of setting all A's 

equal to zero, for this would prevent the formation of most important stable nuclides.) 

The treatment used by Greenhow and Hansen (References 3 and 4) appears to be the best approach 

short of including all coupling systematics and will be used for comparison. They have treated all nuclides 

with half-lives greater than approximately 50 hours as stable and those with half-lives less than 50 hours 

as instantaneously decaying. The placement of the yield fractions was correspondingly adjusted. The 

"stable" nuclides are thus coupled only by neutron absorption. (The .retention of (n, y) couplings is very 

necessary as indicated by the poison associated with 7th and higher order products in the last section.) 
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This approach automatically eliminates the branching problems, and time is no longer an independent 

variable in the nuclide concentration. However, there are four relatively distinct sources of error: 

(1) nuclides with half-lives less than 50 hours cannot contribute to the poison, (2) only the nuclide poisons· 

due to neutron capture can be (approximately) followed, (3) the poison from all radioactive nuclides which 

are assumed stable is overestimated (for A., if present, would decrease the ~alculated nuc~ide density, 

'and (4) there can be no transients. The second error underestimates and the third error overestimates 

:the aggregate poison so that it inay not be grossly in error after a large fuel depletion, although the 

\individual nuclide poisons may be in considerable error. 

In order to evaluate these errors collectively, a comparison of the present results with that obtained 

by Greenhow and Hansen is suggested. However, the cross sections used by them are different in many 

cases from the later compilation used in this report. Also, several nuclides used here do not appear in 

their compilation. Therefore, the effect of radioactive decay alone cannot be determined by a simple 

comparison of calculations. Instead, it appears that a simple, meaningful comparison can be made by 

using the cross sections and chains of "stable" nuclides reported earlier by Greenhow and Hansen (Refer

ence 4) in one case, and then, using only the same nuclides and cross sections to reform the chains .as 

demanded by radioactive decay and to perform the calculation~ again for the same: irrRrliRt.ion history. 

This comparison was made for the reactor conditions noted on Figure 1, ~twas found that the error 

in the thermal aggregate cross section varies from +32 percent at 5-percent depletion to +7 percent at· 

40-percent depletion. The error in the epithermal value varies from +39 percent at 5-perccnt depletion 

to +19 percent at 40-percent depletion.* The Xe-135, Sm-149, and Nd-147 chain poisons previously 

discussed were not included in either calculation. This relative comparison clearly shows that radio

active decay cannot be readily excluded, if at all. 

The tendency of the two calculations to approach each other at high depletion iR expected becalise of 

the saturation of the radioactive nuclides. However, there could not be a convergence even apart from 

the radioactive branching because the presence of radioactive decay in a. nuclide reduces its concentration 

even at saturation, i.e., at saturation 

" Ya a=-......;"---
(A.+a<t>)t 

whereas the stable treatment omits the A.. There is, however, no reason why the decay constant must be 

excluded, even when only (n, y) coupling is permitted. 

IV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT 

An experimental investigation of U-235 fission product poisoning is being carried out by S. B. Gunst, 

et al (Reference 13) as a part of the PWR Physics program in the experimental determination of long-

term reactivity changes in irradiated fuels. At the present time samples of enriched uranium in zirconium 

have been exposed to a fuel depleti.on of ""87 percent in the Materials Testing Reactor (MTR). Periodically, 

during the irradiation the samples are removed for measurement in the Reactivity Measurement Facility 

(RMF) or the Advanced Reactivity Measurement Facility (ARMF). Using few-group perturbation theory, 

*This is an evaluation of the inherent validity of the stable nuclide type calculations. The extensive chains 
and higher order poisons and, in particular, the neodymium chain used in the present results add enough 
to the poison at large depletions to reverse the thermal comparison, making the thermal values reported 
here 20 to 30 percent larger than 1;he values reported in Reference (4). 
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reactivity changes can be associated with group cross sections. Changes in reactivity due to the hea~ 

(fuel) isotope constituents and to the Xe-135 and Sm-149 poisons (from the direct fission yields to the 

mass 135 and 149 chains) are calculated from a knowledge of the pre-irradiation constituents of the 

sample and flux histories inferred from cadmium-covered and bare Co-59 monitors. The remaining 

reactivity changes are due to the gross fission products and are interpreted in terms of a thermal and · 

an epith~rmal cross section. The experimental details and some preliminary results for Zircaloy-2 

clad samples of highly enriched uranium in zirconium are available in Reference (13). Uncertainty 

associated with measurement statistics is ±10 percent, but a more accurate assessment of uncertainties 

. has not been assigned to date because of the possibility of systematic errors still under investigation. 

A comparison of the experimental results with. the analytical treatment described in this report has 

been made for a sample for which the experimental results were considered to be particularly accurate. 

Neutron fluxes were inferred from .cadmium-covered and bare Co-59 monitor activations; the monitors, 

replaced after each three-week cycle of .MTR irradiation, provided measures of the epicadmium and 

thermal integrated flux-times at three-week intervals. A small correction was applied to the activations 

to simulate a Cd-cutoff at 0. 625 ev. A larger correction, accounting for the variation in thermal flux 

level between the position of the monitors and that of the sample, was determined experimentally and 

supplied with the monitor data. Fluxes were constructed on the assumption that a KATE description 

(Reference 12) of the MTR spectrum applied below 0. 625 ev and that the spectrum was 1/E above this 

energy. 

The results of the calculation are shown in. Figures 26 and 27. The average fluxes, inferred for ... 

each three-week interval for which the sample was irradiated, are plotted as a histogram in Figu~e 28. 

The variations in the flux level are partly the result of the sample removal from the MTR for measure

ment in the RMF before completion of a cycle. The thermal transients evident in Figure.26·are due.to 

the zero flux intervals which extended over an entire cycle or more. The epithermal transients are 

·minor. 

The experimental determination of barns/fission has, to date, been made at 64 and 81 percent 

depletion. The experimental numbers obtained are based on a division between the thermal and epither

mal energy groups atE= 0.12 ev. Therefore, a correction must be applied to the calculated RI which 

cutoff at 0. 625 ev to account for the cross section above 0.12 ev. This was done by assillning that the 

aggregate cross section below 0.625 ev was v'0.0253 a
0 

E-:1/ 2 and that the spectrum between the two 

cutoffs was 1/E. The correction is 

0.625 
6.RI = a

0 
v'0.0253 [ .dE/E3/ 2 = 0.516 a

0 
(19) 

0.12 

This correction adds only ..... 10 percent to the calculated RI and cannot introduce a large uncertainty. 

The experimental values represent an average of the determinations following the removal of the 

sample from the MTR; most measurements were !Uade near the maximum of the transients evident in 

Figure 26. · Averaging the transient values occurring at the approximate measurement times arid cor

recting the RI as indicated above,· the corresponding experimental and calculated values are as shown 

in, Table 6. 
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TABLE 6. ,COMPARISON: EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED 
FISSION PRODUCT CROSS SECTIONS 

Exp. 

a: 55 
0 

RI: 210 

a: 47 
0 

RI: 190 

N~5 •.1.807 X 1020 AT/CM3 

. g4. 0.76. 

SEE FIGURE 28 FLUX HISTORY 

6 8 10 12 14 
HOURS x iO"~ 

(RI From 0. 12 ev) 

16 

Calc. 

54 } 
236 

18} 
220 

1.0 

I !I 
~ 

0.8 z 
Cl 
~ 
ILl 
a: 

0.0 .I 
ILl 
::;) ... ... 

0.4 °. 
z. 
0 
i= 

0.2 ~ a: ... 
0 

"' z 
·~ 
m 
a: 

240 

220 

·200 

180 

160 

140 

120 

Depletion 

64% 

81% 

N~:l= 1.807 X 1020AT/CM3 

g4 =·0.76 . 

SEE FIGURE 28 FLUX HISTORY 

HOURS X 10-~ 

Figure 26. Thermal Cross Section (a0 ) 

fo:r. Expe:r.imental Sample. 
Figure 27. Resonance Integral (RI) for 

Experimental Sample. 
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Figure 28. Flux Histogram for Experimental 
Sample. 

Since the present calculations indicate that the 

fission product poison depends significantly on the 

reactor environment in which it is generated, a 

measurement of the poison generated in a .particular 

environment!~ c;>f little use to the nuclear desil!.ller; 

instead, he must rely on the calculational model. 

Therefore, considerable . .effort should be expended 

to find the cause of any discrepancy· between ~al

culation and experiment so that the nuclear designer 

· .can use calculations with confidence. At the present 

time the agreement exceeds all expectations. How

ever, the re!).der should not take this remarkable 

agreement to be a confirmation of the adequacy of 

the p~esently known physical data. No complete 
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assessment of experimental uncertainties has yet been.made. Also, similar comparisons in other spectra, 

at. other p6wer densities, and at other depletions are desirable~ The thermal poison generated in a harder 

spectrum is expeCted to be significantly larger (compare Figures 2 and 10). A hard spectrum experiment 

is now in progress, but results are ·not yet available for comparison.* 

V. DISCUSSION OF ERRORS 

Because the calculational method outlined in Part I includes all coupling mechanisms and, poten

tially, all spectrum effects, it does not intr'oduce errors. The probable err.or depends primarily on the 

adequacy of the available physical data. 

Several factors influence the uncertainty in the calculations ~eported: 

. 1. ·uncertainty in the cross Sl:lt:Lion 

2. Uncertainty in the yield fractions 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8 • 
. 9. 

Assignment of the direct yields to particular nuclides in the mass chains 

Uncertainty in half-lives of the radioactive nuclides 

Irradiation time 

Flux magnitudes and spectra 

Use of a 1/E flux in averaging the resonance c.ross sections 

Assu:ffiption that the thl:lrrnal cross section is 1/v 

Self- and mutual-shielding 

Items 5 and 6 make an error study of general significance virtually impossible. Apart from the 

obvious difficulty in assessing the total uncertainty resulting from the above factors, a detailed assess

ment is somewhat meaningless and misleading because there is a possibility that the as-yet-unmeasured 

cross sections may significantly alter the aggregate poison, and this factor cannot be completely evalu

ated. However, an approximate evaluation of the above factors, particularly as it indicates their rela

tive importance, seems to be warranted. Some of these factors are not nearly as important as it might 

be expected from a cursory examination. 

The nuclides listed in Table 4 contribute ~95 percent of the total calculated poison. For these, 

most of the individual 2200 m/s cross sections are known to ~±5 percent. The uncertainity in the 

epith~rmal cross sections varies widely, but the average, weighted by the percent contribution to the 

total poison listed in Table 4, is less than ±20 percent.** The probable error of the total poison as a 

result of these uncertainities is, of course, much less.. Among Other thing!:! ll~ valut:l U.e~,~ends 011 the 

magnitude of the epithermal-to-thermal flux ratio and the thermal spectru~ .hardne~s. Thus the 

expected error in the effective aggregate poison increases with.in·creasing flux ratio, because this 

enhances the importance of the resonance cross sections. However; for any flux spectrum it should be 

*Lack of, or incorrect, cross sectfons affect the accuracy of calculated transient changes in poison 
more than that of the poison at power. This· hampers meaningful comparisons with the experimental 
values uf sa~uvlt:lS irradiated at high powor and measured at zero power. A recent comparison for a 
sample irradiated in a flux approximately four times that in Figure 28 showed considerable disagree
ment, apparently due entirely to the normal Sm-149 transient and its transient in the Nd-147 chain. 
The results, however, are preliminary. The Pm-149 cross section, suggested in Part II, Section I, 
would considerably reduce the calculated transient at high power and eliminate the disagreement while 
neither changing the steady.,.state poisons in this report nor reducing the values in Tabl~ 6 by more 
titan 1 percent. 

**The uncertainty associated with the neodymium chains was discussed iri Part II, Sectio~ I. 
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kept in mind that the cross sectio~al error is most impo~ant in the determinatiqn of the· aggregate .. 

poisori only at the beginning of reactor- life where there is no significant poison. AftE;lr a few thousand. 

hours of irradiation any errors In the direct fission yields appear to dominate the total error. In order 

to see this, consider the limit of Equation (9). At t = 0 the limit, in terms of the effective cross section 

(Equation (7)), is: 
1\ 
a(O) = ya (21) 

and the errors in y and a an~ eqqally weighted. However, at. saturation 

~= ya 
(A +a <t>>"i 

(22) 

Most of the important fission prodllcts h~ve small or zero ..\1s compared to acp (Pm-148 excepted). Then;' 

~~.L 
a.,.. <t>t • (23) 

1\ 
and the cross section has no effect on a; it serves only to determine the saturation time. Also, it should 

. .' . . 
be kept in mind that most of the important Hs6ion products have l11re;e cron sections a.nd, thoroforc, 

;• . . . ' 

saturate early in reactor life. Thus, o~e can make the seemingly paradoxical .statement that the larger 

the nuclide cross section, the lE:lsser its import;mce in as·sessing the un~ertainty in its poison. Higher . ' 

order nuclides and nuclides with moderate cross sections but with large yields probably introduce most 

of the poison uncertainty in very'long lived reactors • 

. -r:he maximlJ.ID probable error in the aggregate poison resulting ·from cross sections of the nuclides 

listed in Table 4 was computed fot PWR-2 at mid-life (5000 EFPH): 

TABLE. 7 • MAXIMUM PRODADLE ERROR IN POISON 
DUE TO CROSS SEQ TIONS 

%Seed _%._Blanket 

a
0 

2.3 7.8* 

RI 7,1 6.3 

. . 
*For these calculations it was assumed that the Pd-107 

thermal cross section is 375 ±375 b, and thiS accounts 
for most of the probablo orror in blanket p<?ison. All 
other results used the 'lOb value as noted in Table 1. 

The microscopiC cross-sectional errors used were mainly those reported by Garrison and Roos (Refer

ence 5). In this computation it was assumed that each group cross sectional ·error was reflected as a 
I . . . 

proportionate error in the nuclide poison. ·Therefore, the V!ilues are a maximum, never obtained, but 

they are exclusive of any significant unmeasured nuclide cross sections. 

This discussion ignores the error' propagated from parent to daughter of the important nuclides.· 

Very often the daughters have small cross sections and will attain importance only after a long "irradia

tion time. Therefore, it appears that the error in the l:!-ggregate poison is relatively large at small 
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irradiation times (refer to the discussion in Part I, Section III) and also after very long irradiation 

times, whereas the minimum error occurs at some intermediate time. 

The y·ield fraction for the important nuclides have been measured mostly by the mass-spectrograph 

and are accurate to "'±3 percent; those yields determined by radio-chemical data are accurate to ±10 

percent (Reference 10). From the above discussion it is apparent that while the microscopic cross 

sectional uncertainties are generally larger than uncertainties in yields, their effect on the uncertainty 

in the aggregate. poison is probably comparable • 

The division of the effective poison between the thermal and epithermal groups is less certain. The 

saturation argument above applies only to the effective poison, Equation (7). Even for such saturated 

nuclides, the division of the poison between the thermal and epithermal groups depends on the relative 

magnitude of the individual thermal and epithermal cross sections. Fortunately, the poison defined by 

Equation (7) most nearly determines the effect of the fission products on reactivity. 

Unless there was evidence to the contrary in Katcoff's assignment of the cumulative yields (Reference 

10), the yield fractions used in this report were placed on the first precursor retained in the linear chains. 

The shortest lived nuclides used in this analysis have half-lives "'10 hours; for such half-lives this assign

ment of the yields is supported by studies of nuclear-charge distribution in fission (Reference 14). 

Half-lives are generally quoted to two and three significant figures, and they are, therefore, accu

rate between 0. 05 .and 5 percent. The effect of this onthe a~gregate poison is expected to be negligible 

compared to that of the yield and cross sectional error. 

In general; the large contributions to the thermal poison are not 1/v cross sections as has been 

assumed in this report. However, by the analysis above, these saturate early in reactor life after which 

the effective poison is independent of the nuclide's cross sections. For example, consider Sm-149 which 

possesses a highly non-1/v cross section (40, 800 barns at 2200 m/s). When this was increased by "'300 

percent its thermal macroscopic poison changed only 3 percent after "'10, 000 hours of irradiation (con

ditions are the same as in Figure 1). The effective poison increased only 0.09 percent. The.time of 

saturation is altered •. Thus at 1000 hours the effective poison in the two cases differ by "':'12 percent. 

It is clear from this extreme example that the 1/v treatment of all of the cross sections will probably 

introduce negligible error in the aggregate poison. (The results reported here i.tsed the correct hardened 

Sm-149 cross sections.) An examination of the non-1/v contributors indicates that the error is no more 

than ±2 or 3 percent. The correct concentration of a nuclide and transients following power changes do 

depend on the cross section. For this reason and in order to improve the accuracy of calculations at all 

irradiation times, it is desirable to use the correct spectrum-averaged cross sections. The remaining 

non-1/v cross sections of importance are now being incorporated into _the KATE code (Reference 12), to 

facilitate the calculation of hardened values for use in CINDER. 

A cursory examination of self- and mutual-sh~elding due to the. buildup of nuclides having a large 

resonance has also been made. The possibility of any significant Rhi.elding was found to be unlikely for 

the flux-times used in this report. Also, as with the non-1/v cross sections, any cross sectional errors 

due to shielding tend to drop out·of the fission product poison calculation. 

The use of a 1/E spectrum in averaging the epithermal cross sections has not been evaluated. In 

many cases only a resonance integral was known so that an accurate assessment is not possible. The 

associated uncertainty, however, is expected to be small for water moderated reactors. 
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Of the 163 nuclides included in this analysis there are 31 for which no cross sections.were available: 

(49h) Zn-72, (14.1h) Ga-72, (38. 7h) As-77, (65d) Zr-95, (35d) Nb-95, (66h) Mo-99, (39. 7d) Ru-103, 

(7. 6d) Ag-111, .(43d) Cd-115m, (53h) Cd-115, (27. 5h) Sn-121, (2. 8d) Sb-122, (136d) Sn-123, (60d) Sb-124, 

(9. 6d) Sn-125, (91h) Sb-127, (105d) Te-127m, (37d) Te-129m, (30h) Te-131m, (77h) Te-132, (20~ 8h) I-133, 

(6.7h) I-135, (13d) Cs-136, (33d) Ce-141, (11.1d) Nd-147, (53.1h) Pm-149, (47h) Sm-153, (28.4h) Pm-151, 

(15. 4d) Eu-156, (15. 4h) Eu-157, and (18h) Gd-159. The uncertainty associated with these nuclides was 

briefly discussed in Part I, Section III, and it was noted that most of them would have to have large cross 

sections in order to significantly contribute to the poison or to alter the production rate of the nuclides 

they form by f3~ecay. To the extent that these nuclides possess large cross sections they will alter the 

aggregate poison reported here, especially the calculated transients. Their medium half-life is about 

70 hours. Therefore, even if each had a 6-percent yield, half would require a minimum cross sec~ion 

of 2000b in order to add ~1 percent to the late-in:-life poison. Furthermore, the poison each would add 

would frequently be compensated by the reduction in poison of its radioactively formed daughter. The 

added progeny poison of the (n, y) branch and the reduction in progeny poison of the radioactively formed 

daughter may, or ~ay not, compensate. Thus the addition of cross sectio~s for the 31 nuclides above 

may increase or decrease the aggregate poison. ·There are some cases like that of Pm-149-where the 

aggregate poison would not change at all since its progeny; except for short-lived (2, 7h) Pm-150, are 

·identical to the Sm-149 progeny. But however reassuring these comments may appear, about half of 

the above nuclides will ultimately require cross section::+i measurements for there to be great confidence 

in calculations. 

In summary, the unknown fission product poisons clea:t:ly constitute the main uncertainty in the cal

culations. This analysis has removed the uncertainty associated with coupling systematics, that is, with 

the analytical treatment. Uncertainty. resulting from the measured yields and r.roAA AP.r.t.inns, and errors 

due to neglect of self-shielding and non-1/v cross seGti.ons appear to be less than ±10 percent. There

fore, it is believed that. the present calculations are sufficiently accurate that a .comparison with experi

mental measurements of the gross fission product poison in several flux environments and histories will 

determine whether there are sigriificant unidentified poi.sons. One such comparison was made in the ~ast 

section, and it indicates that no large. contributor to the steady-state poison has been misse9-. 
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APPENDIX A 

LINEAR CHAIN RESOLUTION 

Consider a rather arbitrary branch point: 

Let 

y = yield fraction per fission 

s = fission rate 

A. = radioactive decay rate per nuclide 

A = absorption rate per nuclide 

a=A.+A 

Then, the couplec;l. differential equations describing the concentration, N, of the nuclides are: 

where 

• dN 
N= dt • 

(chain lA) 

(lA) 

(2A) 

(3A) 

(4A) 

(5A) 

Consider N3 ; since these are li?f!a:r.· equations, N3 can be divided into components: N3 = N3A + N3B. 

Let N3A be that part of N~ due to the source term 11.1 N1 and N3D that due to the source A2N2• The yield 

source, y3s, can be associated with either component or arbitrarily divided between N3A and N3B; let 

it be a source to N3A only. Similarly, N4 can be divided into components; one, N4A, due to the source 

A.3N3A and one, N4B' due to the source A.3N3B' and likewise for N5• Now there are four sets of coupled 

equations containing three "nuclides" each. Their equations and the associated linear chains that each 

represents are: 
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/yl .. /~3 ... /y4 
~1 A. 

3 0 .. 0 .. 

Nl N3A 

. 
Nl = yis- alNl 

N3A_= Ya8 + A.1N1- a3N3A 

N4A =; 4s + A.3N3A . .:o a4N4A 

N2 = y2s -. a2N2 

N3B = A2N2 - a3N3B 
·, . ' 

N4B = A.3N3B- a4N4B 

/yl A.l 
/y3 

/· 
0 . ' 0 

N.l N3A 

. 
N1 "'yls- alNl 

N3A = y3S + i\lNl- a3N3A 

N5A = y~s + A3N3A- a5N5A 

;y2 

/ ___ A-=2'-----.=o 

. N2 ·NaB 

N-2 :~~2s-a2N2 

N3B ;:= A2N2 - a3N3B 

N5B = A3N3B- a5N5:)3 

0 

N4A 

;Y5 

A3 / 
0 

NSA 

A3 .. 0 

·r..r5B' 

· (chain".2A) 

(chain 3A) 

(chain 4A) 

(chain 5A) 



• 
Each set of equations can now be solved independently of the other sets. All nuclides labeled with 

the same number but with a different letter are then added· (once) to get the total con,centration of the 

nuclide, e.g., N3 = N3A + N3B. N3A can be obtained from either chain 2A or 4A, whereas N3B can be. 

obtained from either chain 3A or 5A, etc~ There is, of course, considerable redundance. Some nuclide 

and partial nuclide concentrations have been calculated twice; however, the calculational effort per set 

is reduced. Also, there is a considerable conceptual gain since all chains now involve the simplest 

possible coupling sequence, and their formation is ·rather intuitive. Nuclide concentrations derived fr~m 
various sources ·are quantitatively given. Of more importance, .each set Of equations has the same gen

eral form; and a general solution applies to all sets. 
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APPENDIX B 

GENERAL SOLUTION FOR THEN-NUCLIDE CHAIN 

The diff~rential equations for n coupled nuclides formed into a linear chain can be 

written in te;rms of previously defined quantities: 

dN
1 

_ . 
dt = y 18 - (A.1 + A1) N1 

dN
2 

_ 

"""'Cit= y 28 + Y1 N1 
I ' I 
I I 

dN I· 1· 
n --

-dt = y S + y 1 N 1 - (A. + A ) N n n- n- n n n 

1-B 

These equations are -readily converted into a set of liriear algebraic equation by the Laplace trans-: 

form, assuming constant coefficients. For simplicity the following definitions are used. 

where s =transform variable • 

YiS 
C.=-+ N. (o) 

1 s 1 

. After conversion the equations can be written in matrix form: 

-y1 

N1 

N2 
I . 

2-B 

c1 

c2 
I 

I 
I 
I. 3-B 
I 

Tl11s 18 i>ulved for Nn(s) by Cramer's rule. The determinant of the matrix is clearly f\132 ••• f3n· 
The determinant obtained on replacing the nth column by (Ci) is 
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Hence the solution in terms of the transform variable is 

Or, in terms of the general term of Equation (4-B), 

Equation (4-A) becomes 

Ym ym+1 • • • y~-1 c~ 
{3m{3m+1 • • • {3n · . 

·,. 

Converting to the previously definec;l quantities, EquatiQl').l? ( 2 -B}, 

(
Y S ) · n 

n Z: + Nm(o) Y1 1T Yk 

2: n nk=m 

1T (s + A.. + A.) 
1 1 

m=1 
i-n1 

Using partial fractions this may be expanded and inverted to yield the final solution: 

n 

N (t)"' n I 
m=1 

n 

2: 
j=m 

n 
1 

1T Ym8 
1 

'}k n Yn 
k=m 1T (A.£ +A£) 

£=m 

exp [""A. + A.)t] 
J ] 

n 
(A.: +A.) 1T (A.. + A. - A.. -A.) 

J J i=m l 1 J J 
i;ij 

+ N (o) m n 

n exp [-(A.. + A.)t] 
J J 2: 

1T (A.. +A. - A.. -A.) 
. 1 1 J J 
1=nl 

j=m 

i#j 

. : .· 

4-B 

' 
6-B 

7-B 

This solution assumes that (A.. +A.)# (A. +A.) fori# j and that (A + AJ 1 o. It is readily· con-
1 1 J J ' 

v~rted to the form of Equation ( 2). · · 
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